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Erik Nygren 9/15/2022

Some quick comments on the protected bike lanes proposal:

1) It would be good to clarify how the parklets and bike lanes interact?  For example, do the bike lanes wrap around the parklets when they are there?  Bikes can't go through them.  (I find the parkets super-valuable and they get far more people using a 
given space than a parking space does, so I'd be all for losing parking spaces when the parklets are there.  But the bike lanes and parklets also need to play well together safety-wise.

2) It would be good to show where the future (and badly needed) crosswalk at the Holland/Irving intersection will be, as this will interact with the parking there.

3) What impact does the floating parking have on visibility?  Turning off Irving St is already hazardous because of poor sight lines and moving the parking further out seems like it will make it even worse?

4) It seems like a common flow for the bike lane will be to connect through to the community path out towards Cambridge meaning bikes going left through the square.  It would help to show how this will be made safe since it looks fairly terrifying in that 
diagram.

Best, Erik

Tim Sackton 9/16/2022

Hi planners,

I am not going to be able to attend the meeting on Sept 21st (it conflicts with back to school night at the West), but I wanted to write to offer my extremely strong support for protected bike lanes on Holland street. 

We live on Wallace St, and my 7th grader likes to bike to and from school (he attends the West). There is currently no safe way to do this - while there are bike lanes part of the way on Broadway and part of the way on Powderhouse, they are not fully 
protected and in my experience often blocked by deliveries, cars pulled over, random stuff like that, which makes them particularly unsafe for a young biker. This means the only option we feel comfortable with is to just have him bike on sidewalks, which 
is okay but also not ideal.

Protected bike lanes on Holland and Curtis would be a game changer, not just for our family but for any family that is trying to get to the West and lives either along Holland or near the Community Path. This is critical part of the Somerville bike network 
that really needs to be implemented.

I do have one question/concern. On the maps, there are several parklets that block the bike lane. I love these parklets and definitely wouldn't want the businesses that use them to have to give them up, especially as they are also already giving up parking 
for customers (which realistically they probably don't need, but still). However, it is not clear what a biker heading from Davis to Teele is supposed to do when they reach a parklet, particularly if there are cars parked in the metered parking that hem them 
in. Forcing bikers to veer into traffic to go around parklets is not safe and a better solution is, in my opinion, needed here that preserves bike lane safety and parklets. Personally, I would just expand the sidewalks here and have the bike lane take the 
parking that is currently next to the parklets, but I don't know if that is feasible. 

Tim

Greg Stanton Marra 9/16/2022 Atherton St

Hi Traffic Commission,

I do not expect to be able to attend the Traffic Commission meeting on Wednesday night since I will be wrangling my kiddos, but I wanted to write in support of the new project plan for Holland Street that the Mayor shared.

I use Holland St to bike to my kid's pediatrician appointments (and my own drs visits!) at CHA, to bike to businesses like Dave's Fresh Pasta and Spoke, and to bike to Hodgkins-Curtin Park. The improvements to add a separated bike lane to Holland are 
much needed, and will increase the safety of the street for all users.

Please move forward with the plan to add the separated bike lane.

Thanks,
Greg Marra
Atherton St

Neva Durand 9/16/2022 17 Kingston St

I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for the new Holland St proposal. We live two streets over and take Holland every day to bike to school and work. We don't own a car. Holland St has long been extremely dangerous for bikers and 
pedestrians alike. I am delighted that the mayor is showing leadership on this issue, responding to constituents, and meeting her campaign promises. Please approve the new plan to have protected bike lanes in both directions on Holland St.

Neva Durand
17 Kingston St, Somerville, MA 02144

Bonnie Cockman 9/17/2022

Hi there - I am adding my voice to others to say that I support protected bike lanes - such as the ones under discussion near Davis Square -

Thanks for all you do!

Bonnie Cockman
6 Cottage Avenue

Ian Woloschin 9/17/2022

Hello!

I am unable to attend Wednesday's Traffic Commission meeting (I'm coaching my kid's soccer practice then) and I wanted to submit a written statement on Holland St.

I've lived in Somerville for almost ten years, frequently biking on Holland St to get to my kids' old preschool in the Tufts Admin Building. Just this year I moved to West Somerville and now frequently bike on Holland St to get the kids to school or myself to 
work. I have found there is no safe way to get from West Somerville to anywhere else in Somerville, Holland St is a critical link (along with Davis Square & Elm St!).

I bike my kids to school (Argenziano & Capuano) and hope that by the time they're old enough to bike to Argenziano themselves we'll have a safe and protected bicycle route all the way from West Somerville to East Somerville.

Thanks!
Ian Woloschin
ian@woloschin.com
(631) 804-9951
139 W Adams St, Somerville, MA 02144



Sara Lennox MD 9/19/2022 38 Ames St

Dear traffic commission,  and  SASS  meeting organizers, 

My husband and I are   40 year   Somerville residents, now both over 75 years old.  We certainly experience the difficulties of pedestrians and appreciate the hazards that cyclists face.   The recent  death of the  cyclist by an irresponsible  driver is tragic.    
Despite that ,   as the spouse of a person with a mobility disability   who needs  nearby &/or  handicapped parking,   to access local shops  & offices ,  I cannot support the elimination of  so much parking on Holland St. in order to create bike lanes.  On the 
plans submitted,  I see only  1  area identified as  "accessible parking" . 

Also,  locating the bike lane between the parking lane  and the traffic lane,  will be unsafe for slowly moving people,  those with strollers & small children,  who need to cross the bike lane to access their vehicles.   
 
Options to consider,  not mentioned in your report could include:  more HP  parking spaces in the lot adjacent to the Atrius Health building,  or the lot in front of  the former school.  

Your   proposed   changes will seriously limit the independence of the disabled population, in order to better protect the cyclist.   

The Safe Street initiative has gone too far , with limited vision & poor understanding of the needs of mobility impaired persons.

Thank you for your attention.

Best regards,
Sara Lennox MD 
38 Ames St
Somerville

Bree Dietly 9/20/2022 81 Yorktown Rd

   y 

I regret that I was out of town and unable to attend the information session on September 20 on the proposed plan for Holland Street.  I am a resident of Ward 7, a couple of blocks from Holland Street, a bicyclist, and a frequent customer of businesses on 
the Holland Street corridor from Teele down to Davis.  

I was saddened by the death of the cyclist in Teele Square this summer and appreciate the unique challenges the traffic patterns pose to cyclists (and pedestrians and drivers) in Teele and Davis Squares.  I also applaud the effort to address these concerns 
by the City.

I must register deep concerns with the proposed plan, however.  As a multi-function user of the neighborhood (to make up a phrase), I don't simply cycle through or ride the bus through, but rather live and work and actively support the businesses in my 
neighborhood, which is principally on Holland Street - Dave's, Nellie's, The Shaker, Renee's, etc.  

I believe the plans for the protected bike lanes and elimination of parking options up and down the street will have significant impacts on the viability of those businesses and their ability to serve the needs of customers in the neighborhood and 
surrounding areas.  A bike lane along the curb at Dave's will be downright dangerous given that six months of the year there are significant crowds of people on the sidewalk out front.  And limiting access for those, unlike me, who aren't able to walk or 
bike to the stores will drive those customers to large parking lot shopping - not small local businesses we need to protect.  Further, the businesses need access for their deliveries and supplies on a regular basis.  That is already problematic and shrinking 
the available space will lead to more traffic blockages or simply make the logistics impossible for the drivers and suppliers.

I am in absolute agreement that bike, pedestrian, and vehicle traffic through the two squares needs to be addressed.  There are extremely dangerous situations that persist now.  I am most afraid of the incredibly perilous "yield on left turn" direction given 
to northbound traffic on Highland as they turn left onto Dover Street. Cars routinely barrel through - not yielding to oncoming southbound traffic down Holland - and they seem violently insulted when southbound through traffic attempts to move through 
the intersection.  I hope I am not part of the awful accident that is just waiting to happen.  How about a left turn arrow?  Please?

That said, the traffic areas between the squares need not be so encumbered with restrictions that those of us who live and work and play in our neighborhood are severely hampered by accommodation for those who are literally passing through.  Some 
middle ground surely exists between the proposed, dramatic change for the street and the current situation.

I encourage you to heed the voices of the small businesses in our neighborhood that give it its character.  Please consider a more moderate plan for Holland Street.

Yours truly,

Bree Dietly    

Vladimir Pezel 9/20/2022

Hello,

I am writing to voice my support for safer biking infrastructure in Somerville. Therefore I would like to encourage the commission to approve the plan and ensure that protected bike lanes get built on Holland St.

The Mayor has directed City staff to prepare an enhanced safety plan for Holland Street that includes protected bike lanes in both directions from Teele Square to Buena Vista Road. I am fully in favor of the new safety plan and am looking forward to its 
implementation this fall when Holland Street is repaved.

Sincerely,
Vladimir Pezel
Somerville 

Penny Haggerty 9/20/2022 Packard Ave

Hello,
As a resident, I appreciate the need for safe bike lanes but  want careful consideration of the impact on local businesses. I feel the bike lanes on Powderhouse  Blvd were poorly designed in their width, not protected in any way, thus did not see bike usage. 
It created unsafe roads  for cars which frequently had to use half of the wide bike lane when larger vehicles in the other lane . In Cambridge , businesses and restaurants on Mass Ave have clearly been impacted by the lack of parking  in the area of 
Cameron . We are lucky we can walk but they are losing customers who come by car. We want to avoid this for our outstanding businesses on Holland, such as Dave’s Fresh Pasta and Boston Shaker. These are small businesses who have weathered COVID 
and need areas for delivery and customers to pick up orders or browse. Please do not rush this decision. The unfortunate death recently of someone who was doored was, I believe,  in a designated  colored bike lane right by driver side so careful thought 
needs to be given to width of car lanes, bike lanes and clear protection of lanes. Thank you for soliciting feedback.
Penny Haggerty
Packard Avenue



Alex Epstein 9/20/2022 5 Windsor Road

Dear Traffic Commissioners,

As a Somerville resident, parent, and Davis Square neighbor, I applaud the proposal to incorporate safe bike facilities separated from traffic on the full length of Holland Street--and on the full length of Highland Avenue as soon as possible, as well. These 
safety upgrades could not come soon enough. 

Please approve the city's proposal, which is a critical step for meeting our Vision Zero street safety goals. Every death on our streets can be prevented. We know what works. This is Holland Street's turn to get the tools that we know save lives. 

Thank you for your support. 

Alex Epstein 
5 Windsor Road

Dale Place 9/20/2022 30 Paulina Street

The increasing lack of available parking around Davis Square is becoming intolerable. I live on Paulina Street where parking is already very difficult (especially when heavy equipment takes up 6-7 spaces next to the playground)!

I'm in favor of bike lanes, BUT - NOT when even more parking is lost along Holland Street.  Exactly what the hell do you expect residents to do for parking?!?!?

If bike lanes are installed without parking spaces being increased elsewhere in Davis Square, I will do my part in voting out every elected official who allows this to happen.

Thank you,

Dale Place
30 Paulina Street
617-331-3090

Emma Lifvergren 9/20/2022

Hello there,

It's come to my attention that there is a proposed plan to add bike lanes in both directions on Holland Street near Davis Square. 

As a longtime Somerville resident, I understand the importance of designated bike lanes, having used them myself, but I am strongly opposed to taking up valuable road and parking space with bike lanes on Holland Street. I don't think this plan takes local 
businesses and residents into consideration - parking is already very limited in and around Davis Square, and losing spaces could negatively impact local business.

Holland Street is also extremely congested during commuting hours, especially with the ridiculous installation of new medians. Adding bike lanes would cut down the already limited space that cars have to move down the street. 

I was so sorry to hear of a biker's tragic death in August, but accidents of that kind are fairly infrequent in Somerville, and riding is at a cyclist's own risk. Adding bike lanes in an already busy area is a bit of a dramatic solution.

Thanks for your time,
Emma Lifvergren

--
Emma Lifvergren
Copywriter & Brand Storyteller
EmmaLifvergren.com
@emmalapetite

Amanda Read 9/20/2022 24 Clarendon Avenue

Hello,

I am a concerned resident of 10 years, and I am emailing with concern for the businesses that will be heavily impacted by your rushed decision-making when it comes to adding a safe bike lane on Holland Street. I fear that these businesses that make the 
area desirable to live in (Dave's Fresh Pasta, Spoke Wine Bar) etc. will suffer dire consequences and will be forced to shutter their doors as a result. I will not be able to make the meeting tomorrow evening, so I am sending this message in lieu of my 
attendance. I appreciate the impetus to make the streets safer, however this traffic pattern, the loss of precious parking for the businesses and their clientele that rely upon the parking for their customers, is something that should be thoughtfully 
considered. I do not believe these considerations are being thoughtful enough. It all feels very rushed and reactionary. Let's breathe and really think about the ramifications that may be posed by these abrupt changes. 

Thank you,
Amanda Read
24 Clarendon Avenue, Somerville MA 02144

Mark O'Donnell 9/20/2022
I am in full support of the effort to add separated bike lanes along the length of Holland Street between Teele and Davis squares. I used to ride this section of rode on my bike frequently and it always felt unsafe. This will help to make the road more 
accessible to riders.

Andrew Glaude 9/20/2022 192 Holland St

Hello,

I am a resident of Somerville at 192 Holland St, and I am strongly in favor of this redesign. I frequently walk and bike along Holland st and it is NOT a safe street in its current form. I frequently have to dodge opening car doors and am passed by large 
vehicles traveling at high speed too closely. How many parking spaces are worth a cyclist's life and limbs? It's tragic that it took this long to provide bikers with a modicum of safety and even more so that it took a visible example of street violence near 
Holland st to drive this change.

As a city these infrastructure improvements would protect our most vulnerable road users, while also helping to fight climate change!

Thank you,
Andrew Glaude



Elizabeth Lovance 9/20/2022

I am disappointed that the public hearing was scheduled on the same night as Back to School Night at WSNS. We cross Broadway daily just before/after the Holland project ends and closer to the deadly accident than any of the work is being done.

Since the work in Holland has started and the rotary has been redone, traffic at the Teele Square intersection has become even more dangerous for anyone in car, foot or bike, as the contrast seems to make people put on the gas! Even now that school 
has started and we cross with a crossing guard, we rarely have an unobstructed cross walk and I have had to pull my kid, crossing legally out of the way of a moving, confused car or bike at least once a week. I hope that the planned work takes pedestrians 
into account by more clearly marking cross walks and having clear bike signals like Cambridge and Arlington have done. As it stands, if it weren't for school and out doctor's office, we always head south into Cambridge as the work stopping short of the 
Teele Square intersection has made it impossible to safely navigate the Teele Square/Broadway area. Even crossing our street (Clarendon) is best done on the clearly marked and obeyed crosswalk in Cambridge.  Bikes are almost as big a culprit as cars, as 
they frequently ride wrong way up our hill. 

I also would appreciate extra staffing or at least notice if a street is going to be marked as a detour. 

Thank you,
Elizabeth Lovance

Andrew Lipson 9/21/2022

To Whom it may Concern,

I’m writing this email today as I’m unable to attend the meeting this evening but want to lend my unwavering support in favor of a dedicated bike line (on Holland and Broadway). My family and I have owned our home in Somerville for nearly two 
decades, and I will be raising my children here. The safety of my family and fellow citizens is, and should be to EVERYONE, of the upmost importance. Having these bike lines will create safer travel around and through our wonderful city, while having many 
positive impacts on local business, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, improving air quality, and eventually reducing traffic. The use of these lanes by Bike, E-bike, and 49cc scooters will further help our bustling economy recover from the impacts of 
covid. The younger generation, that makes up a significant part of our community, will continue to lean on these high efficiency forms of travel, and as a city that should set the standard for building towards a prosperous future, we need to make these 
investments.

I see no reason aside from a few months of construction annoyance that someone could possibly have against this.

Let be smart, let’s plan and work towards the future in Somerville.

Andrew Lipson and Family

Rob Hagopian 9/21/2022 41 Corinthian Rd

The proposed layout appears to have the parklets flush with the curb disrupting the protected bike lane. Other jurisdictions maintain the protected bike lane:
https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/Flex-Street-Guidelines-Presentation-Final-DRAFT.pdf
Page 19, I would suggest that Somerville do the same.

David Hattis 9/21/2022 154 Central St

Hello,

I wanted to write in support of the proposed protected bike lane on Holland st. The current design of Holland st is not safe for biking. Any street where bikers have to bike in an unprotected lane between a line of parked cars on their right, and moving 
traffic on their left is not safe or enjoyable.  I would like to bike to more places in Somerville on my ebike, but I often decide to drive if there isn't a safe route to get where I'm going (and today there often isn't).  As Somerville makes more progress on its 
network of protected bike lanes, people like me will switch from driving to biking in larger and larger numbers, which will reduce traffic, increase air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and reduce the need to dedicate so much of our public space to 
storing enormous pieces of private property like my car on the city's streets. I hope the city is able to build this network of protected bike lanes as soon as possible. 

David Hattis
154 Central St. Somerville 02145

Susan Lee 9/21/2022

Hi,

Writing for my enthusiastic support for more protected bike lanes - in the last week, I've seen a truck almost run over a bike in an unprotected lane, had my partner pushed into traffic by a bus cutting across a bike lane. 

I love to bike but am often terrified - especially as my kids want to bike on their own more.

Biking helps the city reduce traffic and increases the health of the riders.

Sincerely,

Susan Lee

Somerville resident

Kathleen Evans 9/21/2022
255 Powder House 
Blvd

Good morning, 

I'm writing to share my strong support for bike lanes on Holland Street! I commute via this route daily, and it's a critical link in the bike routes. It's also a highly-utilized route for children going to West Somerville Neighborhood School, Dilboy Park, and 
(during the summer months) various camps and out of school programs. 

My own kids are confident bikers, but feel scared biking from Davis to our home on Powder House Blvd due to the complete lack of clearly painted -- let alone protected -- bike lanes. Please protect Somervillians and visitors of ALL ages by adding these 
lanes!!

Thank you for your consideration. 

Kathleen Evans
255 Powder House Blvd



Councilor Ben Ewen-
Campen 9/21/2022

Dear Honorable Members of the Traffic Commission:

Thank you for this opportunity to provide public comment on the proposed redesign of Holland Ave, which I enthusiastically support. I whole-heartedly applaud the City’s Mobility Staff and Mayor Ballantyne for proposing the much-needed addition of 
protected bike facilities on this very heavily traveled road, and I respectfully ask that you support this important safety improvement. As someone who regularly cycles, walks, and drives in this area (and nowadays often with a toddler on my bicycle!), I am 
very familiar with the dangerous condition of the area at present and have no doubt that this plan is the right one.

I sincerely wish that our city never had to make such decisions in response to the tragic death of a community member, but unfortunately this the reality of the degree of danger that cyclists and pedestrians face, and we must take every opportunity to 
improve our streets so that similar tragedies never happen again. 

Thank you for your consideration,

Ben Ewen-Campen
Ward 3 City Councilor 
--
Ben Ewen-Campen (he/him/his)
Somerville Ward 3 City Councilor
617-702-2613
www.BenForWard3.com

Aleksey Kliger 9/21/2022 Willow Ave

To the members of the Traffic Commission,

As a homeowner in Davis Square and a resident of Somerville, I wholeheartedly support the changes necessary (including changes to the on-street car parking) to provide safe protected bicycle facilities for people of all ages and abilities.

I regularly bike on Holland St with my child to travel between our home, daycare and Hodgkins-Curtin Park, and additional protection would allow us to feel safe in traveling between Davis Sq and Teele Sq and beyond.

Please vote in favor of the proposed plan.

Sincerely,
Aleksey Kliger
Willow Ave, Somerville, MA

Gregory Ely 9/21/2022 44 Morrison Ave

Dear Traffic Commission,

I will likely be unable to attend this evening's meeting and wanted to voice my strong support for protected bike lanes and parking removal along the Holland street corridor. Over this summer, I biked my son to and from camp daily along Holland street or 
would take a long detour that was roughly twice as long to get to his camp pickup. I've had numerous close calls biking in west Somerville and there is currently no option to get to Teele square safely.  Given the fatal dooring that occurred on Broadway, I 
do not think it acceptable for the city to install unsafe bike infrastructure such as bike lanes directly next to parked cars.

 If Stephen Conley were riding on a street with protected bike lanes, I have no doubt he would still be alive today. Installing protected bike lanes on Holland ave will save lives in the future.

thank you,
Gregory Ely
44 Morrison Ave, Somerville, MA 02144

Maureen Hautaniemi 9/21/2022

Dear Traffic Commission,

     I am a Somerville resident and business owner who bikes to almost all my destinations. The parking spots on Holland St do not benefit me at all; I do not drive to the businesses there. Having protected bike lanes, on the other hand, would encourage 
me to visit those businesses more often. I love Dave's Fresh Pasta, Davis Sq. Chiropractic, the Boston Shaker and more, but recently I've been hesitant to go because of several incidents I've had with cars driving through that area. These include sudden 
door openings, delivery traffic blocking an entire car lane, causing myself and others to enter the other lane to pass, and aggressive driving through intersections.

As a mom who often bikes with my kid, safety is my first priority. Door-zone bike lanes are not safe, as Stephen Conley's death demonstrated all too clearly. Somerville is full of people who want to get around using low-carbon or carbon free 
transportation - building protected bike lanes will support the goals for reducing car trips as stated in Somervision 2040. And of course all our public spaces should be accessible - but there is the Buena Vista parking garage right on Holland, and it's nearly 
always underused. I think that the city is well able to provide safety for families like mine while continuing to provide drivers with parking in the immediate vicinity. I have visited Davis Square in a car several times, and always find that street parking is very 
easy to find. In an area of the city so well served by public transit, and easily accessible by walking or biking, why are we incentivizing and rewarding car-focused, behavior?

By adding protected bike lanes, you will open up this corridor to a huge number of people, like my family. Please approve the change to add protected bike lanes.

--
Maureen Hautaniemi
617.759.1865

Jared Williams 9/21/2022 88 Ossipee Rd

Hi there — I live at 88 Ossipee Rd and I’m sending an email to register my support for the revised safety plans on Holland Street ahead of the Traffic Commission meeting this evening. I frequently travel down Holland Street with my wife and our young son 
either walking, biking, or driving.

We live a short distance from where Stephen Conley died, and happened to be out shortly after the accident. His tragic death is a reminder to me of how many times me, my wife, friends, and neighbors have had our own near-misses or painful accidents 
while travelling via bike in the area.

It's important to me to see Somerville prioritize non-car usage as we continue to revise our roadways. The bus lane, protected bike lanes, reduction in parking, improved crossings and more bring balance to a roadway that from my time in Somerville has 
felt hostile to anyone who isn't choosing to travel via car.

Thank you for your time,

Jared Williams



Josh Rosenstock 9/21/2022
19R Prospect Hill Ave, 
#2

As a Somerville resident, I am writing in support of the proposed enhanced safety design for Holland Street.

I am both a car owner who parks on Somerville streets, and a cyclist who frequents many local businesses on bicycle.

Cycling in Somerville is often a scary and dangerous experience. I ride with my children, and I fear frequently for their safety. It also feels more and more like Somerville streets are overcrowded with cars. My own neighborhood of Prospect Hill often has 
too much traffic for our narrow streets and dangerous intersections.

We need better safety infrastructure for cyclists. Protected bike lanes should be the new standard for all major arteries in Somerville. Painted bike lines were a valuable first generation of road interventions, but too many of them run along the “door zone” 
and offer no protection from cars, trucks and buses. All too often delivery vehicles block them.

Holland Street in particular is a notoriously bad street to bike on, especially in the uphill direction. Traffic is often backed up from Teele Square, and the resultant line of cars can provide a dangerously unsafe passageway for cyclists. I personally avoid that 
road and choose alternate routes that take longer.

We need protected bike lines! In a super dense high traffic city like ours, our roadways are a highly valuable public resource that needs to be equitably used for the public good. Making conditions much safer for many many cyclists far outweighs the 
relatively small cost in on-street parking.

Sincerely,

Joshua Rosenstock
19R Prospect Hill Ave. #2
Somerville, MA 02143

Jordan van Emmerik 9/21/2022 9 Aberdeen Road, #3

Good afternoon,

As neighbors who walk, jog, bike, shop, and drive along Holland Street, we are extremely supportive of the City adding protected bike lanes along Holland Street, and hope that the Traffic Commission votes in favor of the design proposed by the Mayor. 

Best,
Jorden van Emmerik, Matthew Cook, Mark Kharakh 
9 Aberdeen Road, #3

--
Jorden van Emmerik
vanemmerik.jorden@gmail.com | 413-336-4444

Wei Zheng 9/21/2022
7-27 Holland St 
Group

 

Hello Brad,
Thank you for meeting with our group (including several residents, business owners, and the property landlord) last week. It's extremely important for our group (maybe a "forgotten" group), who live/work at this "isolated" block of Holland st, to voice our 
immediate concerns; considering many of us (including the residents) either moved in to the buildings in the past year  or recently opened or get ready to open new businesses without previously knowing the this project (at the final stage) right on our 
footstep will be changing our daily life/operation significantly, including our safety concerns. Please understand that as part of the community, we completely support the improvements to save lives, make the road system safer, make public transit more 
efficient, and reduce carbon emission. We are all deeply saddened by any preventable accidents within our community. Also please note that a large part of the following points were expressed by our group and some are just my personal thoughts.

We are NOT fighting to preserve the street parking, which is still installed on other blocks of Holland Street as a basic need for the residents and businesses, we are only asking for a BARE MINIMUM of having a SAFE AND PRACTICAL LOADING ZONE in front 
of any of our three buildings.

As the project's newsletters have emphasized, the safety issue is this project's utmost priority, and we all agreed with Brad during our meeting on site. The current plan proposes a loading zone; which is across the busiest part of the street, far away from 
our block (at least for one building). For the three buildings on this block, we have more than 10-15 residential units, some of them are elderly or have elderly relatives visiting regularly, or having a new born baby; three family owned restaurants (one to 
be opened soon), two hair salons, and and one marijuana dispensary (expect to be open next year).

As our group walked the block together with Brad last week, we all noticed how UNSAFE it is for ALL OF US living/working on this block to load/unload/transporting DAILY (multiple times per day for restaurants) by using this proposed loading zone. For 
our upper floor neighbors, they need a front entrance loading zone for many essential items including grocery/food shopping/delivery and sometimes large items shopping/delivery or even moving, and more. For the restaurants, we ourselves do 
replenish/transport a very large volume and quantity of food/non food inventory on a daily basis, maybe more than many people would expect, in addition to daily deliveries from our seafood/meat and other suppliers. Our restaurant, for example, some 
heavy and large items, like 50 lb boxes of cucumbers and 15-dozen egg boxes, we carry them by hand. We transport 20-30 of these items almost daily. Without a front loading zone, it's not just unpractical, it's also very dangerous for us  or truck drivers to 
carry/transporting these large heavy items from far away and cross the busy street by avoiding the cars, trucks, and bikes; not to mention the long winter season with all the snow, ice, and chilly wind that we have to cope with, EVERY SINGLE DAY, 
sometimes multiple times a day.

By reviewing the current plan, all other blocks on our side of Holland St get considerations of adding permit parking, 30-minutes parking, metered parking, and/or loading zone within the building front. We understand our block might be the most 
challenging part of the Holland St project due to many limitations. And many of our group of people are the "newcomers" and we never get a chance to voice our concerns/recommendations to this project. But we are the group of people who will be 
affected the most by this block's designs/changes. We certainly hope that our concerns, especially the safety issues can be considered/addressed by the city before the final changes are implemented. Again, a safe and practical loading zone at the front of 
any of three buildings is essential and bare minimum for us. As the upper floor residents, they have the right to go about their daily lives without constantly worrying about no safe loading zone. As the business owners, we don't want to wake up every 
morning thinking about how to transport inventory/equipment to our store safely. Even a loading zone with a time limit (30-minutes) and during certain time frames (non rush hours for bus, and during the hours when less people are biking?). What about 
the winter months when very few people are biking? It's not hard to argue that the PROBABILITY of one of our group gets hit by a vehicle during a snowstorm or heavy rain and/or slips on an icy/slippery crosswalk when doing a routine daily loading IS 
MUCH MUCH GREATER than a cyclist, who definitely need a safe pathway to ride, rides on this block of street.



Emily Balkam 9/21/2022

Dear Traffic Commission,

    This summer, my  5 year old daughter attended Running Brook camp, and I biked her to and from our home in Ball Square to the bus pick up at Holland and Cameron twice a day. It was a little hairy at times, but we would talk about how next year the 
infrastructure was going to be much better for biking. This is especially important since we plan to send both our kids (we have a 3 year old as well) for the full summer next year. 

   Stephen Conley's death really made me evaluate the safety of "door-zone bike lanes." It's a green stripe of paint that tells the bicyclist "stay in here" which you'd think implies that it's a safe space for a bicyclist. But it's not - it's in direct conflict with every 
single driver (and left-side passenger) of every parked car beside the bike lane. I've always known that dooring is a problem, but having a death so close by is harrowing. I think it would be a disservice to the community to continue to install such dangerous 
bike lanes.

     That's why I strongly support the new design to add protected bike lanes to Holland. This will help keep my family safe as I bike my two kids to the bus stop. The old design would put a system in place that we know is not safe, even deadly - I just don't 
see how that's good planning. Let's do better.

Thank you for reading and all you do to help make Somerville safer for all. 

Emily

Lisa Tatterson 9/21/2022 60 Wallace Street

Hi everyone,

I can't make it tonight because WSNS has back to school night.  But I'd like to offer some suggestions re parking because I think a lot of people are quite upset about the removal of parking spaces.

I've lived in this area (across the old Powder House School and now on Wallace) since 2003.  I have rarely if ever had difficulty parking on any of the side streets on both sides of Holland which I have done off and on for a variety of reasons (often related to 
lack of time, rain, laziness, etc.)

I think the side streets could easily accommodate additional dedicated accessible parking spaces (probably safer to park on a side street anyway).  

I also think that the city should explore making side streets around Teele a combination of permit and 2 hour parking via the parkmobile (or similar app).  Anyone with a resident permit parks at no additional cost with their permit and anyone without a 
permit has to pay to park for up to 2 hours.  The only added cost would be to add signs telling people they have to pay to park if they don't have a permit.  Then the metered spaces can essentially get restored with very little added cost since the street 
permit parking is typically abundant.

Finally, can we get a proper stop light at Cameron?  That intersection is a disaster and it always has been.  

Thanks for reading!
Lisa Tatterson
60 Wallace Street

Michael Matson 9/21/2022

Hello members of the traffic commission,

I am unable to attend tonight’s meeting about Holland Street but I wanted to reach out to commend you for your work on the current design. This design, with protected bike lanes, metered parking, loading zones, and bus lanes shows how closely this 
commission is reviewing recent studies about our city. It reflects how street parking is currently under utilized, aligns with the proposed bicycle network, and gets us closer to our climate goals outlined in SomerVision.

As a Somerville resident, I hope that the commission ultimately approves this current design and takes steps for quick implementation. If edits are made, it is vitally important that we keep all protected bike lanes, floating bus stops, and pedestrian safety 
measures so everyone in our community can safely get to the places they need.

Thank you again for all of your work on this plan, and I look forward to seeing your decision,
Michael Matson

Sam Goresh 9/21/2022

Hello, 

I live in Somerville and ride on Holland street on a regular basis to run errands and patronize local businesses. It is not fun or safe. When I was bike commuting I would take a longer way home so that I could ride in the protected lanes on Mass Ave and 
avoid Holland Street. The proposed protected lanes will go a long way in protecting riders, and making biking around Somerville safer and more accessible to riders of more abilities. Please vote for this updated design. 

Thank you, 
Sam Goresh

--
Sam Goresh

UX Designer and Visual Journalist
Somerville, MA



stephanie.galaitsi@gmail.
com 9/21/2022

Dear Traffic Commission,
I am writing to support the protected bike lanes on Holland St. I think this is exactly the type of decision that we need to make to reflect Somerville's sustainability goals. Please see the Somervision 2040 Climate & Sustainability excepts below - nowhere in 
that vision is there support for prioritizing parking over broadening low-emission micromobility access. I would like to ask you to honor the goals stated in Somervision 2040 and make the change that will help reduce Somervilles GHG emissions.
The plans for Holland St have reduced parking (and I suggest that more of it should be handicapped), but there still parking on Holland, and there is lots of other parking throughout Davis Square. The drivers will still have access, but this plan will improve 
"transportation equity for transportation modes" exactly as the Somervision 2040 states.
 Please be bold in facing the future - we can either make changes or we will face changes that we cannot control. I'm already willing to get out of my car and bike, with my two kids, even in the rain, to avoid emitting more fossil fuels. I have a lot of climate 
anxiety, and I bike because I believe it's the better choice for my community. I'm asking you to help me by making it safe for me and my family. Stephen Conley's death showed us that door-zone bike lanes, which put bicyclists in direct conflict with 
vehicles, are not safe. We have so much infrastructure for cars, please help put in safe infrastructure for the people willing to try something different and less harmful. 
Thank you. Stephanie Galaitsi, Mom of Perry (5) and Gina (17 months) Somerville Alliance for Safe Streets Commissioner on the Somerville Commission for Women
From Somervision 2040: Sustainability & Climate Change Chapter (emphasis is mine)
"...municipalities have an important role in effectively mitigating and preparing for climate change. It takes individual investment of cities to reduce their own GHG emissions and prepare for the impacts of climate change in order to move toward the 
collective impact necessitated by the current challenges and opportunities.
Policy throughout the United States has privileged car ownership by directing tax money to build and maintain roads, zoning for an oversupply of parking, and creating below market-rate parking permit schemes. Residents purchased cars assuming these 
policies would continue, and fight for it to remain so. However, this perpetuates the problem.
In order to impact the number of cars owned by Somerville residents the City should consider limiting the number of subsidies available - market rate parking policies, zoning to not create an oversupply of parking, and right-sizing roads for all modes. 
[Goals Section]
Target behavior change. Behavior change is needed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The community wants to make better choices, but the City should support efforts to make “better choices” more intuitive and straightforward.   
Continue to educate and incentivize. Somerville can think creatively about how to incentivize positive behavior change (for example commuting by bike instead of by car  
[Potential Tasks Section]
Transportation and land-use planning decisions can lower traffic related air pollution and resident exposure. Somerville should leverage the planning process to... Emphasize transportation equity for transportation modes, but prioritize low emission 
mobility   

Jeff Byrnes 9/21/2022

Members of the Traffic Commission:

I write to you in support of Mayor Ballantyne’s recent changes to the Holland St plan. I applaud this swift shift to increase safety, comfort, and sustainability on Holland St. I look forward to further safety & sustainability improvements throughout 
Somerville.

I hope you vote to approve these changes.

-- 
Jeff Byrnes
my.pronoun.is/he/him
somervilleyimby.org
@SomervilleYIMBY
facebook.com/SomervilleYIMBY
704.516.4628

Michael Orr 9/21/2022

Hi,

My comments on this project:

1. On Holland St as you approach Broadway (Teele Sq), the bike lane disappears into the parklet. Will the City consider placing markings to tell bikers to merge into traffic before the metered parking starts?

2. Same comment on the parklet in front of Spoke and Daves Fresh Pasta. These parklets actually seem less bike-friendly than simply sending bikers into regular traffic for these two blocks.

Would the City consider ending the separated bike lane and instead creating a bike land adjacent to the travel lane for the two blocks that have parklets. It would be easier for bikes to move through traffic, particularly in Teele Sq. Currently, there's enough 
space to squeeze between parked cars and cars in traffic as you approach Teele during rush hour. And the line of cars is quite long; I'm afraid that the parklet will hurt traffic flow for both cars and bikes when there is the bottleneck. 

My last comment is that all of the traffic improvements are great. But there doesn't seem to be any enforcement. Paying for the re-engineering of these streets is only beneficial if there is some semblance of enforcement. A 4-hour shift costs $200-250 per 
officer for OT shift. Not that the City needs to collect fines to offset that cost, but that very small cost can go a long way to: 

1.Educate drivers to not drive in red bus lanes
2. Educate drivers to yield to bikes in bike lanes 
3. Discourage speeding and reckless driving

Thank you,
Michael Orr

Marc Neuwirth 9/21/2022

Dear Traffic Commission,

As a Somerville resident, I don't think it's acceptable to continue building infrastructure that puts bicyclists in danger. We know from Stephen Conley's death that a bicyclist following the rules and staying in lane can get killed. This doesn't work for me or 
my family. I understand that the cost is getting rid of some parking. This seems fine: Davis Square has tons of parking, including a huge (and under-utilized) garage right off Holland St. On-street parking is never a sure thing: people already can't drive to 
Davis Square and expect they'll find parking right in front of their destination. In all likelihood, they're going to have to walk. So the trade-offs to prevent more deaths seem small.

If we build Holland St without protected bike lanes, it's almost certain that other people will get hurt, and someone else might also die, like Stephen Conley just died. For each bicyclist on the street, that's one less car, and reduced carbon emissions. This is 
the behavior we should be encouraging for reasons of safety, pollution, and traffic. Please build infrastructure that works and doesn't get people killed. I support the protected bike lanes on Holland St.

Thanks,
Marc

mailto:stephanie.galaitsi@gmail.com
mailto:stephanie.galaitsi@gmail.com


Tom Lamar 9/21/2022

Members of the Traffic Commission,

I'm writing to express support for the proposed Holland St safety improvements. I serve as Chair of the Somerville Bicycle Advisory Committee, which recently voted unanimously to support the proposed changes. (The Pedestrian and Transit Advisory 
Committee also voted to support these changes.)

These safety improvements are important because:
This design is in direct response to the tragic crash on Broadway last month, where a Somerville resident was killed by someone opening their car door into the bike lane. The proposed design for Holland St changes to protected bicycle lanes, which make 
it borderline impossible for a car door to hit someone biking. In addition to preventing dooring, protected bike lanes have been found to increase safety for all modes.
Changes on Holland St are actually feasible to happen now. While the City should also expedite safety improvements on Broadway where the crash occurred, incorporating  improvements on Holland can and should be done immediately, and will prevent 
a similar crash from occurring on Holland.
Holland St is unusually important to the bicycle network. It is the only direct route between Teele Sq and Davis Sq. It is approximately perpendicular to the Community Path. There are no streets that are parallel to Holland St, and therefore no direct 
alternative bike routes other than biking on Holland.

Finally, while the safety benefits speak for themselves, it is also worth noting that when similar cross-sections for Holland were discussed at earlier public meetings, community input overwhelmingly favored protected bike lanes even at the expense of 
parking. Below are survey results, posted on Somervoice, where the public was asked to rate five proposed cross-sections for Holland. The second option, "Bike lane on one side", is roughly what was previously under consideration for the northern part of 
Holland St. The last option, "Additional Change (Bike-focused), is essentially the design now proposed for northern Holland.

Phillip Clauer 9/21/2022 Cottage Ave

Dear Traffic Commission,

I am a resident of Davis Square and currently live on Cottage Ave. I am writing in strong support of the addition of separated protected bike lanes to the Holland St redesign. I did not have a chance to voice my opinion at the community meeting and would 
like to submit the following comments on the redesign.  Specifically,

1) I appreciate the city's willingness to remove parking to ensure that the protected bike lanes are continuous and designed to prevent accidental dooring. When I attended the community meeting on Wednesday night, I heard member's of the community 
voice their concerns about removal of parking. However, too often, in an effort to maintain parking spots, bike lanes alternate between door zone lanes and truly separated paths. Bike lane users only consider the most dangerous and uncomfortable 
segment of their ride when deciding on a route and so a single awkward door zone lane can ruin the potential of an entire bike route. I understand the loss of direct access to businesses on holland st. may not be ideal for all users but it is a necessary 
compromise to ensure Holland St is safe and useful.

2). I look forward to visiting Teele Sq more frequently once I feel more comfortable biking/walking along Holland St. I like visiting PJ Ryans and Masala, but Teele Sq is just slightly too far of a walk from Davis Sq to justify walking to on a frequent basis. 
However, these businesses are only a few minutes bike ride away from Davis Sq. Currently, I do not enjoy biking along Holland St, but certainly will be more likely to ride this route with separated bike paths. Additionally, Holland St was previously way too 
wide for its role as an urban street. As a result traffic was fast and loud and made walking along Holland Street unenjoyable at times. I hope that the addition of protected bike lanes could further serve as a traffic calming measure and make spending time 
along the street as a pedestrian more enjoyable.

3) I would like to advocate for the city to do more to promote pedestrian safety and mode switch. I love the new safety improvements on Holland St such as the pedestrian islands and raised crosswalks. However, I would like to see more accelerated 
improvements to other roads in the city. For example, the stretch of Elm Street between Summer St and Somerville Ave is incredibly wide and I am sure could easily accommodate quick build bike lanes with minimal loss of parking or disruption. I am also 
impressed with the street design around union sq and would like to see more truly separated bike lanes around Somerville. Quick build flexipost lanes are great but are far from a true solution. 

I appreciate the thought the city has put into quickly designing and potentially implementing much needed infrastructure improvements in the city. I look forward to seeing a Holland St designed for all users soon!

--
Phillip Clauer

Klaus Schultz 9/21/2022 28 Bartlett St.

Hello-

I’m writing in support of that proposed protected bike lanes from Teele to Davis. I live in Magoun Square. We are a family of four with 2 small boys and we hope the city will one day be safe enough for them to ride bicycles. It’s not there yet, but projects 
like this will help. I look forward to having Teele Sq be a destination we can safely frequent on our bikes.  

Thanks for your work. 

Klaus Schultz
28 Bartlett St.

Crystal Huff 9/21/2022

Hi! I wanted to send my comments via email, as well, in case that's helpful. Thank you for hosting this discussion. :) 

Hi, I'm Crystal Huff, and I use they/them pronouns. I've lived in Somerville's Spring Hill neighborhood for around 15 years now. I'm a Somerville business owner, a pedestrian, a bicyclist, and occasionally a driver when I'm borrowing a car to do shifts for the 
community fridge. 

I have a few points I'd like to cover.

I would like to see more parking spots in this plan be ACCESSIBLE parking spots. The ADA requires that 5% of parking in the city be accessible, but last I heard from the Commission for Persons with Disabilities, our actual count of accessible parking seems 
to be at 1% in the city. The number of accessible spots in this work on Holland Street really needs to be increased, in my opinion.

I'm hugely in favor of protected bike lanes. I was in a bike accident this summer -- due to a pothole, actually. I wish I had been in a protected bike lane. If I had been in a protected bike lane, then my life would have been less at risk while I was sprawled flat 
on the asphalt for several minutes before I could pick myself up.

I'm not clear about where the bike lane goes when there are seasonal parklets in these diagrams, but the slides available for download on the city's website aren't the same as the ones that were presented at the beginning of this meeting. I hope that the 
updated slides will be added to this meeting's online record on the website?
Again, many thanks! 
If possible, can someone email me with the updated slides from tonight, or a link to them?
Best,
Crystal Huff



Nabia Meghelli 9/21/2022

Dear Traffic Commission,
I live at 7 Curtis St and bike to work on a daily basis. It's scary to bike up Holland to get home each day. I fully support the clearer/safer bike lanes and hope that you will too.

As a resident on Curtis St, with no driveway, I would request that at least the proposed metered parking in front of 8 Curtis St. be kept as permit parking. Otherwise, this is a hardship for our family.
Screen Shot 2022-09-21 at 8.58.35 PM.png
Sincerely,
Nabia Meghelli
617-449-8313

Joyce McKenzie 9/21/2022

Hello,
I am a resident and small business owner of Somerville. I want to say that I definitely want safe streets for all, but I Do not think having 2 sides of Holland st with protected bikes lanes will be practical.
I own Nellie’s Wildflowers on Holland st, but I also live on Irving st, which I understand will be impacted by added meters to locations near Holland st.
First of all, I buy my flowers from the local wholesale market in Chelsea, which carries many New England grown flowers and plants that I purchase, and also get flowers from local farms seasonally.
I need direct access to my storefront 3-4 times a week to get my fresh product into the store and we also do many deliveries to people in the city and surrounding communitys, so we need easy access to our shop for thes daily activities.
I realize the need for safety for cyclists.
I also know that Holland st is very much a pedestrian friendly st, with many toddlers going to the play park at Hodgkins( which they need to put the light back!!).
I would rather have traffic ( bumps,calmers) placed to slow Everybody down!
Thank you,
Joyce McKenzie

Christopher Beland 9/21/2022 38 Jay Street, #1

Greetings!

I live on Jay Street and frequently use Holland Street to bike to businesses in Somerville and Medford. I strongly support sidewalk-level protected bike lanes not only on Holland Street, but all our major streets, like the city of Amsterdam. I have personally 
been doored in a painted bike lane while cycling through Cambridge. I landed in the car lane, and the only reason I wasn't killed is that there just didn't happen to be a car behind me at that moment. I have also been nudged sideways by a car not leaving 
enough space for bikes.

I am impressed by the new parking that has been or will be made available in the area to replace the lost street parking, and it seems more than sufficient. My only concern about parking changes is the morning bus-only zone in front of the HVMA 
building. The RIDE vehicles often park or double park here to pick up and drop off patients. For a short time, 8am-9am M-F, loading will be prohibited while the medical center is open. It is important that during that hour, The RIDE vans do not block buses 
or force bikes into the car lane. Vans can easily park in the Buena Vista surface lot, but I don't know if the existing accessibility-permit spaces in that lot are sufficient capacity at that hour. When I visited in the middle of the day today, they were all 
occupied, and only one in the underground garage (next to the elevator) was available. I hope the city will also pro-actively communicate to RIDE drivers to use off-street parking so we will not have to rely on police enforcement.

I occasionally drive, and visibility turning onto Holland has always been poor. Removal of parking on the south side of Holland will be a massive help seeing eastbound cars on that street, but I still worry about pedestrians. One time while stopping at the 
end of Gorham Street, I nearly ran over a pedestrian in the crosswalk, because the street is coming uphill at a bad angle, there is a fence obscuring the view of the sidewalk (even though it's partly see-through), and my roof pillar unfortunately partially 
obscured my view. (I usually take Elmwood now instead to avoid this danger.) A mirror at the top of Gorham might help?

The other day, I had trouble seeing westbound cars while pulling out from Simpson Ave onto Holland Street, because the outdoor dining structure partly obscures the view. Swapping the one-way directions of Paulina Street and Simpson Ave might help, 
given the better visibility at the park (where there is also a fire hydrant)?

Thanks for reading and for your work on this project,

Christopher Beland
38 Jay Street #1

Zach Rosenberg 9/21/2022 Cameron Ave

Hello,

My name is Zach Rosenberg, I'm a Somerville resident and member of the Somerville Pedestrian and Transit Advisory Committee. I also live at 5 Cameron Ave, on the corner of Holland and Cameron.

I'd like to express my personal support for the new safety improvements proposed for Holland Ave. While I already feel much safer as a pedestrian with the new pedestrian islands and bump-outs, I currently avoid biking down Holland because of how 
unsafe it feels. Because of this, my cycling link to Davis and much of the city is cut off. 

This new plan will increase safety for all residents, and provides a safe link for the many people travelling by bike along Holland. This new design is also consistent with the City's Somervision and Vision Zero goals. I hope it will prevent another person on a 
bike from being killed in our City.

Thank you,
Zach Rosenberg

Donald Cronin 9/21/2022 251 Summer Street

To whom it may concern,

I am a 15 year resident currently living at 251 Summer Street in Ward 5, Precinct 4. I am very much in favor of the new plan concerning protected bike lanes on Holland Street. I would like to see more protected bike lanes on streets in Somerville, less 
parking spaces and I would also love to see the major square areas in the city closed completely to automobile traffic besides public transportation and bicycles.

Thank you, 

Donald Cronin
251 Summer Street
Ward 5, Precinct 4

Steve Huff 9/21/2022 Elm St

Hello folks! This is Steve Huff, I live on Elm St. in Ward 5.

I’d very much like to see continuous, grade-separated bike lanes, with on-street parking separating motor vehicle traffic and bicycle traffic. The flexposts are well-intentioned, but do not provide meaningful protection from motorists.

Now that I no longer commute to work via public transit, my primary modes of transportation are walking and bicycling.

thanks,
-Steve



Karen Perlow 9/21/2022 Paulina St

Hello,

Thank you for hosting the zoom forum tonight. 

My question isn’t about the bike lane construction, (or I don’t think it is), but about the reduction of resident parking spaces on Paulina St. (and others) at the corner near Broadway.  What is the reason behind taking those spaces away?  We have been 
living here for over 25 years and rely on street parking since we do not have driveway access. Also, I don’t understand the benefit of expanding the sidewalk width by the entrance to Paulina from Holland. It’s really tight now to make the corner.

I also feel the new island at Cameron is more of a hindrance than a help given how tight it is there. 

Thank you
Karen Perlow

Lillian Worth 9/21/2022

Hi Traffic Commission (cc Transportation)

I am listening to the public meeting from a classroom so I can't provide spoken comment, but I wanted to add my strong written support of the proposed protected bike lanes on Holland Ave. 

I bike and walk all over Somerville and although I am a relatively fearless cyclist, I want Somerville to be safe for all ages and abilities to bike, walk, and roll. I've noticed, anecdotally, a rise in parents, kids, and even older folks riding bikes thanks to the new 
infrastructure in the city, and it's important for the City to continue progress towards redesigning our streets for slow speeds and for safety. 

The status quo definitely isn't working. I sympathize with business owners who are concerned about their bottom lines, but we shouldn't prioritize profits over human lives. I look forward to overall curb management re-prioritization that will provide 
accessible parking spaces and loading zones, and I have confidence that the city can incorporate those elements without sacrificing safe bike infrastructure. 

Voters have spoken, we have a mandate for slow, safe streets for everyone - keep marching on with your great work. 

Kind regards
Lillian Worth

PS, I have lived in Somerville for 6 years and hopefully many more! But, whether folks have been here for 6 months or 60 years, everyone's voices matter so I have a bit of distaste for "proving" my level of investment! 

Graduate Intern, City of Medford
Dept of Planning, Development, & Sustainability
Dept of Engineering
MA Candidate, Tufts University dept of Urban & Environmental Policy and Planning

Arah Schuur 9/21/2022

Dear members of the Traffic Commission - 

Thank you for holding a special meeting and giving the public the opportunity to speak tonight. I am sorry I couldn't stay to provide my comments in person.

My name is Arah Schuur. I live on Walker Street near Powder House Circle and I ride a bicycle regularly to get to and from work and shop and do errands in the neighborhood.

I use College Avenue as a main connector, and since it was repainted earlier this year with new painted door zone bike lanes and sharrows, I have been tailgated and honked at, close passed, and in three cases passed by drivers (including a city-contracted 
garbage truck) cutting around the wrong side of a median island installed where a pedestrian was killed in 2020, and into oncoming traffic to get around me.

I have started using a helmet camera, traveling outside of rush hour, and trying to avoid College Ave although it is the most convenient way for me to get to Davis Square.

After our 72-year old neighbor was doored and killed on Broadway, those new door zone lanes on College Avenue seem like a slap in the face for anyone like me who does or would like to travel around Somerville by bicycle without fearing for my life. It is 
a big miss to build more of them on Holland Street - a critical connector between West Somerville and Davis Square.

The plan presented tonight is a great improvement – it provides consistent, protected separated bike lanes that are better for everyone. They will reduce frustration and smooth travel for cars, and they are a critical piece of a connected network so that 
people of all ages and abilities can get around by bike safely.

I also really appreciate that the City is working to do everything they can to increase accessible parking and curb use space that is most appropriate for this street and the customers of the businesses.

I want to join the other speakers in thanking Mayor Ballantyne for asking for a safer design for Holland Street and to city staff for doing so much outreach to come up with this thoughtful design.

I strongly support this safety proposal for Holland Street and I hope to see it approved by the Traffic Commission and completed quickly. 

Thank you,

Arah

Information 9/21/2022

Hello,
How many parking spaces are you removing from Holland St?
How many parking spaces are you adding?
When will the new parking spaces be available?
Is the city of Somerville not looking at Cambridge, MA and Massachusetts Ave as an example? This data proves that these additions drastically hurt and hinder local businesses while offering less than 5% of the population marginal protection. 
Does the city of Somerville want similar/multiple lawsuits from businesses regarding the exact same issues?
As a 12 year Somerville resident, daily biker & business owner I know that protected bike lanes give the rider less options and put them in more danger. The protected bike lanes disallow all the eldery folks who regulary use these local businesses. The 
removal of all 'protected' barriers along the bike lanes should be considered. 
My business has been a part of the community for 15yrs. We've seen the reality of the 'patch and repair' infrastructure of Davis Sq. The construction in the community has consistently closed vital streets and sidewalks and have had a direct impact on our 
ability to operate the business. 
Given the city's historical lack of interest and responses to local business and construction concerns; and this obviously rushed project. The city of Somerville is making it very clear that businesses are not a priority for the local economy. 



Amanda Rychel 9/21/2022

Dear members of the traffic commission -
I attended the meeting on 21SEP2022 but did not have time to stay to give my comment verbally.
I am a resident of Somerville. I am a mom of a 10 year old. I am a commuter to my job in Cambridge. We have a family car, but I prefer to ride my bicycle most places I go within a 5 mile radius.
I am a seasoned cyclist having ridden my bike in traffic nearly 15 years now. It is that experience that has helped me avoid near daily collisions with cars driven by people who for whatever reason do not seem to see me. It is these daily interactions with 
several ton vehicles that drive my concerns for my child’s safety to move about the city on his own. I can’t figure out at what age in the current state of the city I would ever allow my son to bike himself places. Our goal should be to build a network that is 
safe and accessible to be used by a child of 8 or an adult of 80.
I almost always take my bike when I want to patronize a business in Teele or Davis. So I expect if anything businesses will see even more business from people on bike and foot traffic with these improvements. I hope this plan is enacted and we can collect 
meaningful data that will help us create a true protected network around the city.
Thank you,
Amanda

Kaitlin Robinson 9/21/2022

Hi,
I write in support of the proposed safety upgrades, including the protected bike lanes, on Holland St. I am not a Somerville resident, but regularly go to Somerville businesses, either by bus, bike, or on foot. I also travel through Somerville as part of my 
commute, and want to be able to do so safely by bicycle. Thank you for these plans and for continuing to work to make Somerville's streets safer.
Thank you,
Kaitlin Robinson

Ivana Hrga-Griggs 9/21/2022 Clarendon Ave

Hello, Thank you for allowing us to participate in the meeting. As a resident of North Cambridge (Washburn) and Somerville (Clarendon) since 1997, and as a non-driver, non biker, I am very interested in this topic.
I am a home owner of my house on Clarendon Avenue since 2003. While I certainly appreciate the take on the safety, I would like to bring couple of additional items to your attention:
1/ Traffic in Teele has tremendously increased during the past several years, and not necessarily because of larger number of the residents, but because of the re-routing that happened when various GPS based apps started happening. I live on Clarendon 
Avenue, and from what used to be 30 second time frame to exit the street (our only egress) onto Mass Ave, this process grew to 15-18 minutes in the past year. Many drivers are avoiding Rt 16 and going through the neighborhood streets to reach major 
routes. Clarendon is one-way street (at least until the proposed hotel is built) on the Somerville side, and we can only get to our house by coming from Teele. I wrote to the Mayor, when she was our representative, about the possibility to limit the access 
to the street during the rush/school hours to residents only. While Clarendon is called an avenue, it truly is not (although it is a great street) – the number of excess cars is ruining the road, and it is highly, highly disruptive, with many people driving at the 
higher speed than allowed, despite the signs of the playground at the bottom of the street.
2/ With the current redesign on Holland/corner of Cameron, while to the best of my understanding is not finalized – is not safe. It also impacts public transportation bus drivers, who have told me that they “hate it”. Did the City reach out to MBTA at least 
to poll them? Or are we counting that disastrous MBTA bus changes will remove this as an issue?
3/ The proposed hotel would bring more cars to the area – people would NOT bike to the hotel, except those who go to the supposed bar on the top floor. People would come to the hotel – and leave – by car, multiple times a day.
4/ Did the City pay attention to the changes that dedicated bike lane brought as an economic impact on Mass Ave in North Cambridge area and the plight of the businesses there? Can we obtain the summary of City’s assessment of that research?
5/ While I understand that many older people bike, many of them bike for pleasure. Many – like me – would not bike at all. While I am really aware of the environmental impact, the approach that the Commission (and City) are taking with this is 
somewhat off-putting, even for those who are really concerned about the state of affairs that we are leaving to our children. Simply said, people do not feel heard, despite this public meeting. (See no response to my query about changing the street access 
from the previous point.)
6/ As a completely separate issue – and maybe not for this area – I fell and had a concussion on Broadway and fell and broke my ankle on my own street, while walking both times at very slow pace, because of the state of the sidewalks, which are 
DESPICABLE. I am not even talking about winter time and the city not reacting to uncleared sidewalks – my ankle fall happened in dry weather. I come from a major city with 2 million people and not in the “first world” country that does have 4 seasons – 
and I have never had to battle this situation previously – nor in the cities that have much harsher climate than ours. Patching and doing shoddy job in repairs – we should be able to do better.
Thank you so much for you attention. Should you have any questions, please feel free to reach out.
Ivana Hrga-Griggs
81 Clarendon Avenue

Noelle Selin 9/21/2022

Please register my support, as a neighborhood resident of Ward 7 for the safety proposal including the creation of Holland Street bicycle lanes. I have been a resident of and homeowner in Ward 7 since 2003, and I am also a car owner, bike user, and 
pedestrian. I am fully in favor of increased safety and easier bike access. 

I would like to suggest that as the design is modified, the paint might make clearer the bike turns towards the Community Path. In particular, while there is a left turn marked from Holland to Buena Vista, on one end of the path, there is no left turn option 
marked on Cameron, which also leads directly to another access to the Community Path.  There are also no clear options for left bound turns for bikers coming from the North side of the street to take a left onto other streets and/or go straight through 
towards the community path. If the intent is for bikers to u-turn somewhere or take specific routes to go left across the street, those should be clear and well-marked. 

Much of the danger in biking involves turning across traffic, and safe routes need to be flexible enough to address multiple origins and destinations. I’d urge you to think about the ways in which the Ward 7 residents who live north of Davis can get to 
these new routes safely, and also facilitate access to the community path (in both directions). 

Noelle Selin
38 Burnham Street, Somerville MA 02144
eckleyselin@gmail.com

Kelvin Ma 9/21/2022

I wholeheartedly support the new design for protected bikeways on Holland Street. As a regular bike commuter, having to take a lane during rush hour can be a nerve wracking experience on those torn up roads and the frequent bus stops all along the 
way.

I have witnessed other cyclists getting hit by drivers exiting side streets — none fatally, thankfully — and I myself have been hit in Davis. Anything we can do to make cycling safer and more accessible in an already congested area can only help make our 
community more livable for all.

--
Kelvin Ma
me@kelvinma.com
847-347-6414

Michelle Hewitt 9/21/2022 7 Holts Ave

Please support protected bike lanes on Holland Street! ...and anywhere else we can, while we're at it. Please keep bikers and walkers safe!
Thank you! 
Michelle Hewitt
7 Holts Ave

Max Bridges 9/21/2022 Magoun Square

Hi,
I’m writing to express my enthusiastic support for the proposed improvements to Holland St. Protected bike lanes will make the street safer for cyclists, and they will encourage fair-weather bikers to out on two wheels—something that we desperately 
need, both for traffic management and climate reasons.
It seems like we only really get drastic improvements when cyclist or pedestrian blood is spilled. It’s happened here—let’s not let it happen again.
Thanks,
Max Bridges
Magoun Square



Brad Chapman 9/21/2022

Traffic Commission members;
I'm writing to express my support for the new version of the Holland Street redesign with protected bike lines. We live in Magoun Square and are multimodal commuters: biking, driving, walking and transit. We bike regularly with our two sons, 7 and 11, 
on independent bikes. Having physical separation and dedicated space between us and traffic is so important to feeling comfortable and safe, and makes it possible to bike more often.
We really appreciate all the effort the city is putting into expanding our connected bike infrastructure and thank you for including separated lanes in the new design,
Brad Chapman
35 Patridge Ave

Al Weisz 9/21/2022
The proposed non-car centric design of Holland Ave is great.  Thank you for putting in the protected bike lanes.  With the new design I will visit Davis Square more often.
Regards, Al Weisz

Elliott Borenstein 9/21/2022

Hello

I'm writing to submit public comments about the new Holland Street bike lane plan, as a resident of the Teele Sq area.

Overall, I really like the new plan. More protected bike lanes help everyone, and there's plenty of parking along Holland and adjacent side streets. A few specific thoughts:

- My biggest concern is the removal of a PM bus lane into Teele Sq. Especially given that we are trying to convince the T to maintain meaningful bus service to Clarendon Hill in their new bus system plan, it's important for the buses to be able to avoid the 
traffic when heading through Teele Sq. Is there space to have the metered parking become a PM bus lane, and then have the last section be a full bus/bike lane as you have at the Davis Sq. end?

- Second, I'm confused about the parklets. The design shows them literally on top of the bike lane. Would people need to awkwardly walk through the bike lane to use the parklets?

- Third, I worry about the lack of a loading zone for the restaurants across from the Davis T station (and I think the Tufts shuttle picks up there, too?). Not sure how to solve that, though.

- Last, I think the Cameron/Holland intersection could really use stop signs or something like that. Turning left from Cameron onto Holland can be tricky when there's traffic, and trying to get through the intersection quickly while simultaneously threading 
between the new traffic islands is a little harrowing. I feel like a 3-way stop there would help slow down traffic, and would make that turn easier/safer for everyone.

Thank you,
Elliot B

Jonas Jacobson 9/21/2022

  

I am an everyday, go everywhere cyclist.

Holland street is not wide enough for the bike lanes as proposed by the mayor. Most of Somerville is not wide enough for that. Also: please do not craft plans with the assumption that bikers and drivers are enemies. Overwhelmingly, we coexist. There is a 
kind of histrionic, reactionary response in our society to isolated events. Life has risks. Some cyclists will die - and nothing the city, or anyone else does can change that reality. What needs to be considered here is whether the City is imposing frustrations 
liable to cause drivers to drive more dangerously, or whether it is acting productively. In general: smooth streets, and a share the road expectation will lead to a safer environment than these wasteful, counterproductive bike lane plans.

Consider the collateral consequences. Almost nothing will work as designed. Here are additional facts:

(1). Reducing road space will make driving more frustrating, so drivers will accelerate to get ahead on Holland street: this is more, not less, dangerous for cyclists, who happen to be turning.
(2). Forcing all cyclists into one lane (as proposed) means cyclists will have to travel at the speed of the slowest cyclist ahead of them: this reduces the utility of cycling.
(3). How are cyclists supposed to turn left without stopping in the bike lane (and risk getting smashed from behind) - or without merging into traffic? In Cambridge, left turns already lead to honking and beeping - because drivers presume cyclists don't 
belong in, "their road." But how else to go left?
(4). Having cyclists emerge from behind a row of parked cars reduces driver visibility. Where this insanely bad plan has been adopted in Cambridge (central square) I have almost been killed twice, by drivers going hard right, who were unable to see me 
behind the row of cars (and I couldn't see them accelerating). Above all, do not do this. Drivers are not trying to hit cyclists. Please do not create an environment where my kids (for example) cannot bike, because they can't see cars and cars can't see them. 
This would be total negligence on the City's part - and when someone dies as a result, the City should be liable.
(5). The bus lane is a terrible idea. It does not work in Cambridge. Why? Because the City does not control the MBTA schedule, so it just ends up using up valuable road space for no purpose. The MBTA is not well run. Buses kind of come whenever - so 
nothing is lost if the buses are stuck in traffic. They are stuck in traffic in other cities.
(6). Also, the stuff they have sprayed on the road in Cambridge is coming up everywhere, and it is terrible to cycle over. I want smooth pavement, not literal sandpaper under my wheels. Again, this needlessly (foolishly) frustrates drivers, who then resort 
to crazy driving, because they cannot get anywhere. This is dangerous for me. Drivers need to be chill.

Here is what would make Somerville more bike friendly:

(a). SMOOTH ROADS. Before you go carving up the street, please get the roads properly paved. This is a good for all involved, and prevents cyclist accidents when they (a) need to watch the road, or (b) careen oddly as a result of a divot).
(b). Share the road policies. Every street should have the cyclist symbol in the middle of the road, so drivers know that Somerville is a shared streets community, where cyclists have as much ride to the entire road as cars.

To more thoroughly integrate bikes into Somerville - the answer is to integrate them - not segregate them. Cyclists and Drivers will need to co-exist. Any other plan unacceptably increases the danger associated with cycling.

Erika Kirichenko 9/22/2022

Good afternoon,

I wanted to reach out and voice my strong support for the proposed Holland St (and eventually, Broadway St) redesign, that includes protected bike lanes in both directions. I applaud our mayor's brave move to prioritize this change and completely agree 
with everything she said last night, especially in the light of the recent tragedy on Broadway. The redesign presentation was well thought out and data driven, and I wanted to thank you all for your hard work. 

I am a resident and a homeowner in Ward 7, and I largely walk, bike, and take the T to get anywhere in the city and nearby towns of Cambridge, Arlington and Medford. My husband and I find it very easy to navigate the surrounding area without a car, 
even though we do own one (which is rarely used). WIth that said, I've encountered incredible animosity from drivers on Holland and Broadway, and generally find it terrifying to bike through that corridor, even though it could otherwise be the most 
efficient way to get places around town. This change will be incredibly impactful for me and my family, and I hope the city moves forward with the implementation on the most aggressive schedule.

Thank you, 
Erika Kirichenko

Betsy 9/22/2022

Hello, I am a resident of Magoun Sq. I wanted to write in favor of fully protected bike paths along Holland St. 

My family has just moved here from LA and we are enjoying commuting almost everywhere by bike with our 2 yr old. We love Somerville, but need more fully protected bike paths where we can feel safe biking with our kid, and for her, one day hopefully 
to bike alone on. 

Thanks for your time!
Betsy



Mark Chase 9/22/2022 13 Belmont Street

Dear Somerville Staff and City Council,
I would like to voice my strong support for improving the pedestrian, bicycle and transit modes on Holland Street between Teele and Davis Squares.
Davis Square is a successful retail district in part because it is a giant hub. The benefits of this economic engine can be extended to Teele through the implementation of this project which will improve conditions for walkers, transit users, car drivers and 
cyclists.  
While I’m very much in support of this project, I have heard concerns about the impact of removing parking to make this project possible. People will necessarily have to change habits as the remaining parking is made more efficient to serve critical uses 
along the corridor. That said, my hope is that the City will collect data to show both costs and the benefits of the project so that moving forward we can see how the project nets out. 
Questions that before and after research could answer:
Are more people walking, biking and taking transit?
Are we seeing less vehicle crashes?
Are households able to reduce their dependence on cars? Are households saving money through owning one less car?  
How happy are abutters, businesses and patrons with the changes? 
Can business sales or tax data be collected to see what net sales are across businesses and how they are impacted by the project?
How happy are drivers, transit riders, bicyclists and walkers?
This might be difficult to measure, but it can be an important metric in determining how successful this project is and how future projects can be improved for better outcomes. 
Are there less green house gas emissions? 
Are we seeing better public health outcomes as people become more active?
Are we seeing more access for low-income people needing to get to jobs in Davis and Teele Squares?
Are people feeling more connected to the people and places they care about?
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed design changes.
Sincerely,
Mark Chase
13 Belmont Street
Somerville, MA

Ken Carlson 9/22/2022

I will keep this brief, but as a longtime resident of Somerville (who has recently moved to just over the border in Cambridge), and someone who bikes, walks and drives, and someone who is 61 years old (not one of those "twenty year olds" who 
apparently are the only people who bike in Somerville, LOL), I want to give my fullest support and appreciation to the Mayor and the City for having the courage and correct vision to make Holland St safe for all users by installing protected bike lanes the 
length of Holland St. I frequent businesses solely by bike in Davis Square (Dave's Fresh pasta, multiple restaurants, the Good Will store, JP Licks, etc) and every time I bike in Davis I am reminded about how unsafe this area is for most people who choose to 
ride through the square my bike. And among unsafe streets, Holland is one of the least safe. The changes coming to Holland St are necessary and important, and hopefully presage a greater focus on street safety changes coming to Davis and West 
Somerville, which is among the most neglected streets in the city for safe bicycle facilities (e.g. West Broadway, College Ave, Elm Street, North Street). 

Thank you for this strong step in the direction of safe streets for all!

Ken Carlson

Christine Masiello 9/22/2022

Hello all,

I would like to thank everyone who took part in the virtual meeting on Wednesday, September 21st.  The meeting with resident comments was held very professionally and respectfully.  

I am not a bike rider but I do think that bike safety needs to be addressed. I do own a car and I need that vehicle in my daily life.  I feel like a majority of the participants that spoke at the meeting were all pro-bike and anti-car.  I find this disturbing in that I 
feel like I am becoming an outcast for having a vehicle.  I have lived in Somerville my entire 60+ years of my life, both on Holland Street between Teele Sq. and Davis Sq. I have also lived on a side street in Teele Sq. 

Bikes used to be a form of recreational transportation and now that it becoming a main source of transportation for people, the streets are becoming more dangerous not only for bike riders but for car and truck drivers as well.  I drive from west to east 
Somerville daily both in the morning and evening commute and I fear for my safety as well the safety of bike riders and pedestrians.  I see bikers everyday who ignore the rules of the road by running red lights, weaving through cars because traffic is not 
moving fast enough for them, swerving around pedestrians in crosswalks, riding on the wrong side of the road.  If a pedestrian is injured by a vehicle owner, the vehicle owner is responsible to provide proof of registration and insurance which gives the 
injured person a way to recover costs of any injury.  If a pedestrian or car is struck by a bike, there is no requirement to carry ID or anything else that holds them responsible.  This has to change.  I was in my car and was struck by a biker in Union Square 
because that person decided to cut over  from Bow Street to Washington without signaling or looking for oncoming traffic before crossing over.  I have also seen pedestrians have to stop short in a crosswalk because a biker thought they did not have to 
stop to let the pedestrian cross the street.  I fear that if I come across this type of biker on my daily route that I may be a victim again or I may cause injury to someone on a bike.  Not all drivers of vehicles follow the rules but neither do bike riders.  Another 
concern I have that has nothing to do with bike lanes but makes me cringe when I see it, is the lack of safety precautions for infants and children on bikes.  The woman who said at the meeting that she fell off her bike by running over a pothole and laid on 
the ground brought chills.  Imagine if she was riding with an infant at the time.  That infant who are usually in a plastic seat of some kind attached to the handle bars would have possibly been seriously injured if that baby also hit the pavement.  I think as 
we listen to the bike riders express their wants, I hope the city will require that they provide much safer means of transporting children whether attached to the front or rear of their bike along with requiring them to use much more visible gear especially 
at night.  I would also appreciate having much greater police presence on the highly travelled roads to enforce the traffic laws by all.

I feel like the city is catering to the bike riders and make car owners feel like outlaws and taking our rights away to accommodate the bikes.  There needs to be a fair and equitable solution for all and not just some.  I would hope that this plan does not 
come to fruition until all sides and possible and fair resolutions are looked at.

Thank you for your time.

Christine Masiello 9/22/2022

I'm sorry, I have one more question, on the updated proposal, it is not clear if there will be resident parking on the even side of Holland Street between Teele and Davis Squares.  Can you answer that question?

Thank you again

Ryland Bennett 9/22/2022

Good morning,

I’m writing in STRONG SUPPORT of the proposed Holland St protected bike lanes. These should be implemented ASAP regardless of impact on street parking. Thanks for your prompt action on this matter.

Best,

Ryland Bennett
45 Moreland St



Paul Rhodes 9/22/2022

Hello,

My name is Paul Rhodes and I live in the Davis Square area on Foskett Street. First, I applaud Mayor Ballentyne for proposing these changes and the Commission for considering them.

It is critically important to build this and other protected bike lanes in the Davis Square area and Somerville. Furthermore, we cannot continue waiting for the worst of tragedies to occur for us to act. We need to act proactively, swiftly and efficiently to 
build a comprehensive network of protected bike lanes in Somerville.

With regard to this proposal, and comments about the elimination of street parking for this protected bike lane, I want to remind the Commission that street parking is not a right, is incredibly expensive, and an inefficient use of public space. Our streets 
are for the people and they should reflect that.

With all that being said, I strongly support this protected bike lane proposal on Holland St., thank the commission and Mayor for holding this hearing, and urge the city to get this built as soon as possible.

Paul

Ross Daly 9/22/2022

Hello,
I’m writing to voice my support for the holland street protected bike lane. I’ve been a bike commuter for 20 years and a somerville resident for almost 8 years. This plan is well thought out and will enable davis square and Somerville to better support it’s 
residents, encourage density increases, and thrive. 

Thank you
Ross Daly

Neva Durand 9/22/2022 Hello, I sent the comment below earlier, I wanted to be sure it formed part of the public comments. 

Devin Matte 9/22/2022

Hello,

I am writing in support of the new changes proposed for Holland Street with the addition of new bike lanes. As a frequent bike traveler and someone who regularly visits Teele square I am very much in favor of these changes.

I hope that you continue forward in making these changes and making my bike travels safer. Nobody deserves to feel unsafe when traveling, and bike lanes help everyone feel safer. I will always advocate for bike lanes as it helps make me feel safer when 
biking, and even makes the experience of driving in Somerville better.

Thanks,
Devin Matte
11 Roberts St, Somerville, MA 02145

Kimberly Rego 9/23/2022 23 Irvington Rd

I am emailing to make a formal request for an updated usage study around existing bus and bike lanes prior to the introduction of any additional ones. It is my opinion that before allocating taxpayer funded resources, to permanently change  city 
infrastructure, you need to prove that 1. at least the majority want it, and 2. that the "need" outpaces the negative impacts to all shareholders.
I am aware that there is an ongoing effort to reduce private ownership and use of cars inside city limits and that there is a survey available for citizens to weigh in on this process. For myself and many of the homeowners I know in Somerville, we feel this 
process has been driven by a small, loud minority, and has not made sincere efforts to involve the greater body of taxpayers in the decisions about traffic and parking policy. City officials appear to be worsening an existing problem with efforts which may 
not serve the majority of constituents and seem unlikely to offer an actual vote on the matter. This is deeply disappointing.
Somerville, being one of the most densely settled cities in the state, is already an unpleasant place to navigate/park and it is increasingly clear that is by design. Unfortunately this push to reduce car traffic is not equitable. Those who are aged, disabled, 
night workers, or with families with children requiring transportation for school, medical attention or recreation can not be expected to ride a bike through the city during our 4 seasons (and varied weather patterns) and to my eye, not very many actually 
do so anyhow.
For all the reasons above, I am again re-stating my request for updated usage information on current walk, bike, bus activity, which spans all the seasons and times of day so that Somerville citizens can make an informed choice about whether or not it is 
reasonable to continue to advance the elimination of road space for activities other than driving. I additionally request this study be conducted by an outside agency, free from local biases, and that the process be public and transparent.
Respectfully,
Kimberly Rego, life-long Somerville resident 
23 Irvington Rd
Somerville

Eric Silva 9/23/2022

Hi,

I'm writing regarding the updated design for Holland St. I think it's a significant improvement over the previous design. I think protected bike lanes are a better use of public space on the road (and I often park on Holland St).

I've lived near Davis Square for 20 years, and have been driving, walking, and cycling in the area for that entire time. 

Even though I drive, I think people's safety is more important than parking.

When riding a bicycle and on Holland St, and high-volume streets like it, I'm frequently squeezed by motor vehicle traffic. Motorists want to pass, but I want to stay away from the "door zone" of parked cars for my own safety.

Sometimes, the pressure of motor vehicles pushes me into the "door zone," where my life is literally in danger. 

More recently, I've been traveling by bicycle with my two small children. So my safety concerns have only increased.

On routes with protected bike lanes, I'm more likely to ride a bicycle (often with my children). When bicycling infrastructure is lacking, I'll drive. With more protected bike lanes, I would take fewer vehicle trips (often when I'm the only person).

I think repurposing space currently used for parking and turning it into bike lanes is the right priority for Holland St, and thoroughfares like it. 

Providing people on bicycles with safe passage is more important than providing people convenient parking.

Thank you,

Eric Silva



Lia Downing 9/23/2022

Good morning,
I just wanted to write in support of the mobility improvements proposed at the recent traffic commission meeting. I am an avid bicyclist and T commuter, so these changes will make me feel more safe travelling around the city.
As a future urban planner, I am particularly inspired by Somerville’s commitment and resulting action to make our streets more bike and pedestrian friendly.
You all are doing the good work! Don’t let the haters get you down!
Warmly,
Lia Downing

Jim Cann 9/25/2022   20 Claremon St.

To the Commission,
I understand the need to make the streets safer, but the elimination of parking spaces on Holland St. and forcing people to find other places to park their cars will force the people to park on the side streets taking spaces away from the people that live on 
these streets.
Also making them to pay to park ( Tufts parking , City parking lot, Silva reality driveways ) not every body has access to driveways without having to pay extra in their rent.
Also I know a family that has lived in on Holland St. for more than fifty years. They have a handicapped member and an elderly parent that has a visiting nurse that comes to the house. They don't have a driveway. Now you want to put parking meters in 
front of their house, another burden, they wouldn't be allowed to park in front of their house until eight PM.
We all pay a tax on our cars to the city. This plan would make people have to pay more than just the tax.
I don't ride a bike and I'm not about to start. I won't be bringing my groceries home on a bike or the bus. I do walk and I do take public transportation but it is not always practical at all times With the MBTA wants to eliminate bus routes I have no choice 
but to drive.

I'm opposed to the instillation of parking meters on the entire length of Holland St. Jim Cann

Aaron Weber 9/26/2022

Good afternoon,

I'm writing in support of the Holland Street bike lane project presented on the 21st at the Traffic Commission meeting. I can tell that city staff have worked hard on the proposal and thought it through carefully, and I love that it's fully aligned with our 
Vision Zero, Somerville Climate Forward, and SomerVision 2040 plans. I look forward to seeing this come to fruition.

Warmly,
Aaron Weber
32 Summit Ave, Somerville, MA 02143

Amanda Baker 9/27/2022

Hello - 

I wanted to reach out and voice my support for the Holland Street Safety Improvement Plan, which was shared with me via the Somerville Bicycle Safety group. I am a resident in the Teele Square area and I work in Kendall Square. I bicycle down Holland 
Street several times a week, either to get to the Davis Square Red Line Station (so I can take the train to work) or to go through Davis Square on my way to work. I've found Holland Street to be an occasionally scary part of my ride. There are no protected 
bike lanes and some drivers seem unaware of how to share the road with bicycles in this area. When I've biked on Holland, I've had people in cars pass me much too close (with less than 3 ft separating us, often because there is incoming traffic) and at 
high speeds, and I've had people honk at me when I take the lane to prevent this from happening. I've avoided bicycling on this street with my child because of safety concerns. 

I see that the redesign includes protected bike lanes down most of Holland Street between Teele Square and Davis Square. This would make a significant improvement to my bicycle commute and would increase my level of comfort bicycling in the area 
both with and without my son. 

I understand that the new plan involves some loss of parking, but having driven through this area quite a bit, I feel that there is already enough parking in the Buena Vista lot and in other areas. Street parking in the area is often not well-utilized and only 
seems to create more congestion and more dangers for bicyclists (with the risk of dooring, which recently killed someone on Broadway). So I think if there is an effort to increase parking, it should focus on the use of available parking lots rather than street 
parking. 

I am very much in support of this plan and I appreciate the Mayor and others for their support in making the streets of Somerville safer for everyone. 

Amanda

Earl K. Miller 9/27/2022

To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to express my full support for the safety improvement plan, the needed parking changes, and the protected bike lanes in Somerville, including Holland Street.  

I have lived here for 27 years.  I *used to* get around Cambridge/Somerville by bike.  That is until I was doored about 15 years ago.  I severely injured my shoulder and spent 6 months in physical therapy.  My shoulder has not been the same since and has 
repeatedly caused me aches and pains.

We need to improve the safety of our streets.  Many studies, all around the US and the world, have shown that bike lanes have neutral or positive effects on business.  Columbus, Ohio is going through a similar transition to bike lanes.  A professor of 
transportation science at OSU wrote a column showing that the complaints brought against bike lanes are "demonstrably false"
https://www.dispatch.com/story/opinion/columns/guest/2022/04/07/opinion-why-do-people-oppose-creating-bike-lanes-indianola-avenue/7242916001/

We should be doing everything we can to protect people's lives and prevent injuries. We should not give in to the panic of drivers whose worries are not supported by evidence.  We should not trade parking for lives!

Plus, studies show that bike lanes make streets safer for pedestrians and drivers.  And they get more cars off the street.  That's a win-win-win.

Earl Miller
Somerville resident. 

Michael Heyman 9/27/2022 Garrison Ave

Hello!

I’m writing to support the Holland Street safety improvement plan. I live near Teele and come down to Davis almost everyday on Holland. From my bike, I patronize the businesses along Holland, also!  I appreciate Mayor Ballantyne and the city staff for 
proposing changes on Holland Street that will make it safer for people to bike between Teele Square and Davis Square!

Thank you!
Michael

Garrison Ave
Somerville, MA 02144



Stephanie Wasiuk 9/27/2022

Hi there,

I'm writing today in support of the protected bike lanes that are planned for Holland St. in both directions. I'm a former resident of Somerville (Davis Square, Tufts neighborhood) and now am a resident of the neighboring Cambridge. Protected bike lanes 
are even more important to me now that I no longer live directly in that area, as I often find myself hoping to bike there for shopping, food, and visiting friends that still live there. I am not the most experienced biker, so I choose to go places where I feel I 
can bike safely to and from. Protected bike lanes in both directions are key for that safety.

I appreciate Mayor Ballantyne and the other members of city staff for this proposal and their work to improve Somerville's streets to be safe for those traveling between Davis and Teele squares.

Thank you,
Stephanie W.

Deborah Pacini 9/27/2022 1060 Broadway

Hello,
I am a senior and a long time resident of Somerville, and would like to make a comment about bike safety issues throughout the city.  I fully support the city’s efforts to make biking safer by making protected bike lanes, but there’s an additional way that 
safety can be improved regardless of whether or how many more bike lanes are created: requiring cyclists to have adequate lights on both the front and back of their bikes at dusk and at night. 

I take walks in the evenings and observe many cyclists on the street.  They are often wearing dark clothing, and have only a small light on the front of their bike, but no light on the back of their bikes, which would make them visible to drivers coming up 
from the rear.  Sometimes bikers have no lights at all, and even when some cyclists have a light on the front of their bike, the light is so dim it is barely visible.  This situation is dangerous both to the cyclists as well as to drivers, who run the risk of 
inadvertently striking a cyclist because the cyclist has made no effort to make themselves visible.   Drivers are required to have adequate lights, why not bikers?  Is there any reason cyclists could not be required to have lights on both front and back, and 
with a minimum level brightness?

Also, I realize you cannot mandate that cyclists wear light colored clothing at night, but you could require them to wear some sort of reflective gear to make themselves more visible.  Perhaps the city could provide free disposable reflective paper or 
(recyclable) plastic sashes to cyclists, to bring to their attention the importance (and benefits) of making themselves visible to drivers at night.

Thank you,
Deborah Pacini
1060 Broadway

Kelly Williamson 9/27/2022

Good afternoon,
I’m a Somerville resident living at 101 Wallace Street with my husband and 3 young kids (5, 3, 1).  We bike as our regular form of transportation and love the ability to do so with the increasing efforts to make Somerville a bike-friendly and bike-safe city.  
My husband and I both commute to work on our bikes and we bring our older 2 sons to preschool (Capuano) by bike in the fall and spring.
As residents of Wallace Street, we bike on Holland Ave almost daily.  That’s why I’m writing to express my support for the proposed changes to the Holland Street design that will make it safer for myself and my family to ride on the road.  Previously, 
Holland Street has felt congested and tight with the shared road model; I often felt nervous that a car would open its door into me or my child’s rear seat/trailer.  My kids have also referred to Holland St as the “super bumpy” street, so we are glad for the 
recent paving efforts!  I support the proposed plan to have protected bike lanes in both directions of Holland Street and am not bothered in the slightest by the loss of parking the design’s impact has, given the large surface lot and underground garage on 
Buena Vista.
I appreciate Mayor Ballantyne and the city staff’s consideration of the proposed changes to Holland Street and am grateful to live somewhere that promotes bike safety with real changes that make real differences in my family’s lives.
Best,
Kelly Williamson | Holland & Knight
Associate
Holland & Knight LLP
10 St. James Avenue, 11th Floor | Boston, Massachusetts 02116
Phone 617.305.2027 | Fax 617.523.6850
kelly.williamson@hklaw.com | www.hklaw.com

Eleanor Ramsay 9/29/2022

To: The Traffic Commission, Justin Schreiber, Transportation Planner, Mobility Department, Adam Polinski, Senior Transportation Planner, Mobility Department, Katakana Ballantyne, Mayor, Judy Pineda Neufeld, Councilor, Ward 7, Lance Davis, Councilor, 
Ward 6,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the New Protected Bike Lanes & Parking Changes on Holland Street presented on September 21, 2022. Also, thank you to everyone in Transportation for the work done so far this summer to make this 
area safer and more pedestrian friendly.
My name is Eleanor Ramsay-Maldonado and I have owned a home near the corner of Cameron and Holland since 1993. I'm currently car-free by choice and am a frequent pedestrian, user of Mass Transit, and a former/occasional cyclist. My 85 year old 
disabled mother has a car and placard and lives with us.
After attending the Zoom-only presentation, listening to all of the speakers, and studying the City plans, I am concerned about the significant use-change for this part of Somerville. A recent tragic accident has created a situation where the City is proposing 
a retrofitted “protected lane” for cyclists running the length of Holland St from Teele Square to Davis Square. Rather than make the streets safer for everyone, this plan reduces shared access for hundreds of residents and has the potential to create a 
dangerous speed-corridor that would continue to put pedestrians at risk.
Because I feel so strongly about this neighborhood, I have spent some time envisioning a modified proposal that also focuses on traffic calming and pedestrian safety. This feedback and Plans are attached as a PDF.
Rather than banishing parking for residents and visitors and creating a car and cycle commuter corridor, we need to reduce the speed of all vehicles. We also should be honest about E-Bikes, which can reach speeds of 15+ miles per hour and are 
increasingly being used by bike commuters. Narrow bike lanes put E-Bikes, powered scooters and aggressive riders in the same row as slower riders, Blue Bike riders and children.
I have hoped for traffic calming measures along this stretch of Holland St and Cameron Ave since the day I moved in. The primary cause of the backups, and danger to pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers alike, is the speed that all vehicles achieve going 
downhill on Holland from Teele Square. Without a Stop sign, they fly through the intersection, increasing speed towards Davis Square unless traffic slows them down. This also causes Cameron Ave, which has a Stop sign and a bike lane on the uphill 
length, to become hopelessly backed up, sometimes as far down as the Cambridge line, every single weekday for hours at a stretch.
Slide-Show of my plans, that highlights some of my concerns and proposed modifications. https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KRqTmwOYFXAuOWg2Z4m-6E4SD7Mf8tPSV44XOX0qcJE/
Please contact me with any questions. I hope there will be more public discussion of this change before it is installed this fall.
Thank you for your consideration,
Eleanor Ramsay
617-388-3340
elramsay@gmail.com

Meghan Suslovic 9/29/2022

Hi,

I live on Dover St, right near Davis Square, and I am writing in support of the safety improvement plan for Holland Street. I walk or bike, either my own or BlueBike, nearly everywhere I go, and I have purposefully avoided Holland Street on my bike because 
it feels unsafe without dedicated bike lanes. Holland Street would be my preferred way of getting to Teele Sq and the paths along Alewife Brook Parkway but I feel like I've had to choose less direct paths due to safety concerns. Thank you to Mayor 
Ballantyne and the city staff for proposing and designing these changes and I sincerely hope you choose to implement them. 

Best,
Meghan Suslovic



Todd Prokop 9/29/2022 2 Billingham St

Hi transportation folks - 

I'm really excited about the protected bike lanes coming to Holland, thanks very much for all the work you've done to make that possible. 

I noticed in the plans shown to the traffic commission that there doesn't seem to be a provision for contraflow cyclists to enter Wallace Street. Based on prior materials, it seemed like that would be included (similar to the contraflow entrance to Park from 
College). Since this is just paint, I'm really hoping there is a way to add this back to the design.

I think contraflow cycling up Wallace (at least to Park) is really important because it provides a safe connection from the bike path (via Buena Vista) to the neighborhoods north of Holland. This is a route I regularly cycle with my kid, and without Wallace I 
need to go through Davis Square to get home from the path - that's really not a safe route, and it adds a lot of distance and traffic conflicts. This small section of contraflow cycling will make a huge difference to folks on Wallace, Chandler, William and 
Billingham. I think it would also be the preferred route for anyone heading toward Powderhouse or Ball Square.

Thank you,

Todd Prokop
2 Billingham St

Sara Lennox 9/30/2022 38 Ames St

Dear Mr. Schreiber,  members of the traffic commission , and Councilor Moakad,
I recently attended the community meeting on the proposal for creation of supervised bike lanes on Holland St,  and spoke about  the needs of mobility impaired members of the community.  As a  primary care  physician  for 3 decades,  I have treated 
many people with bicycling injuries, fortunately no fatalities,  and completed hundreds of applications for handicapped parking.   The requirement for an HP placard is inability to walk 200 ft without an assistive device.   Where in Holland ST will there be a 
parking space that  is less than 200 feet   total:   including walk to the  crosswalk,  street crossing, and distance to the final destination ?    
The safety of cyclists and prevention of deaths  is surely the highest priority.  However, the importance of maintaining the independence of   impaired people  who rely on motor vehicles to access basic needs and services,  must be considered as a very 
high priority.   Loss of independence  is a major cause of social isolation,   increase in   depression, and subsequent  negative health outcomes. 
It was shocking to learn that Somerville falls far short of the ADA requirement for  5%  accessible parking,  having only 1 %.   The unstated implication is that .  disabled people are not considered equal in Somerville, when it comes to provision of adequate 
services.  This was also evident in the attendance at the meeting.  The affected neighbors, and cyclists were  overwhelmingly  represented.  But other constituencies were absent in specific  Somerville  Elder Services,   local  VNA,    representatives from 
senior housing,   senior advocates.   Also   POC, non-English speakers.   Did you advertise the meeting in venues where  these   constituencies  were informed ,  or their input solicited?     
The meeting revealed a strong bias which is a disservice to our community.   We ALL deserve to be heard, and represented.    I urge  you  to  take responsibility for  reaching  out to the organizations noted above,  and to the unheard, under-represented  
residents of our City.
One option not  considered  in the plan was the addition of an HP parking space ,  as the first  space  on each of the side streets abutting Holland St.  This would add significant HP  parking to the commercial and City service areas of the street.  
Also not mentioned was the cost of parking in the Tufts lot.  Will this be private parking paid to Tufts?   AT City meters, parkers with valid HP placards do NOT pay for parking.   Will this also be the case in the Tufts lot?  If not, it  will be an expensive option 
for a generally  less affluent group of people. 
I seriously hope that you will consider my comments seriously in your deliberations.  They are not trivial.
Thank you for your consideration and attention.
Sara Lennox  MD
38 Ames St
Somerville 

Allison Steiber 10/2/2022 14 Wyatt St

I am a longtime resident, homeowner, driver, pedestrian, and senior. I’ve been an active participant, over the last couple of years, on social-media discussions about bike lanes, and an attendee at most of the virtual and (pre-Covid) in-person meetings on 
the topic, sponsored by both Cambridge and Somerville, so I believe I have above-average familiarity with the various arguments, pro and con. I write in opposition to the draft safety proposal.
Former elected official Jack Connolly spoke eloquently, at the 9/21 Traffic Commission meeting, to my own concerns. He cited the flawed process: specifically, failure to hold a public hearing before the entire city council, instead allowing an advisory 
committee, with only one member who is an elected official, to vote on sweeping infrastructure changes. He further pointed out that thousands of residents, as well as small-business owners on Holland Street, haven’t had their voices heard.
Though I don’t live in the Holland Street neighborhood, the escalating trend of parking unavailability has affected me to great detriment on my street. When I’ve tried to learn the reason behind so many spaces now routinely being consumed by people not 
living on this street, I’ve been met by the city with lack of transparency. Meanwhile, I’ve had to resort to renting an off-street space as backup; it’s a full four blocks from my home but it’s the closest I could find. I mention this mainly to underscore my 
firsthand familiarity with the issue of ever scarcer on-street parking options. Based on the charts presented at the 9/21 meeting, the attendant loss of parking to accommodate the Holland Street bike-lane infrastructure will be significant. It will result in an 
unprecedented influx of traffic on sidestreets and will intensify competition for on-street spaces, which residents, their service providers, and their visitors rely on. It will also increase emissions as drivers will be forced to circle blocks in search of parking.
Parking options in and around Davis Square are already limited. This has caused me, on a number of occasions, to forego patronizing some of its businesses. If I, a resident who can legally park anywhere in the city, am deterred, consider potential 
shoppers and restaurant-goers coming from other towns and lacking a city permit. The notion that cyclists will “replace” the many hundreds of customers who, for myriad valid reasons, arrive by car, has been a favorite talking point of the cyclist lobby, but 
it defies common sense. Even if a younger, more ablebodied demographic could (improbably) compensate for the loss of driving customers: is that the kind of city we want? An insular community with a reputation for being parking-unfriendly, and by 
extension, unwelcoming to out-of-towners? 
I’ve owned my home just outside of Inman Square for over 30 years. My service providers increasingly ask about parking availability. Over the years, contractors have commented on neighborhoods, so far mainly those in Boston, that they avoid due to the 
formidable parking challenges. During this protracted Covid period with its chronic understaffing, many contractors have more than enough work; they can afford to curate their customer base and have no need of jobs that pose access hurdles.

Contd. Allison Steiber 10/2/2022 14 Wyatt St

While the city is committed to prioritizing cyclist safety, cyclists as a group haven’t shown notable interest either in their own safety, apart from their advocacy for protected bike lanes, or in that of pedestrians. I seldom see cyclists stop at red lights; when 
they do so, the pause is usually perfunctory until they deem it safe to proceed (albeit illegally). Many do not wear helmets or, at night, reflective clothing. Biking on sidewalks in business districts, though legally prohibited, is common. Near-misses with 
pedestrians are on the rise. A personal experience: in the last few months I’ve been reliant on crutches following delayed recovery from a surgery. Twice, I’ve narrowly escaped being struck near my home by rapidly moving cyclists overtaking me from 
behind, without any audible warning, as I try to cross the road or stand near my car to maneuver the crutches inside of it. Drivers, in contrast, have invariably halted at a safe, courteous distance. Yet cyclists are the demographic for whom the city’s parking 
infrastructure is to frenetically be overhauled. The questionableness of this policy is compounded by the inexplicable refusal of lawmakers to require any type of visible identification on bikes, virtually ensuring that cyclists who cause accidents can escape 
with impunity if they so choose. It’s hard to avoid concluding not only that cyclists are being prioritized to the detriment of other road users but also that they’re being given tacit permission, and thus are being emboldened, to persist in dangerous 
behavior.
It’s been troubling to hear a couple of city-council members appearing to gloat about how making parking more difficult will mean fewer drivers on the road. It raises the question of whether safety is the main—even the actual—goal of the protected bike 
lanes. There’s little basis to assume that bike lanes are going to incentivize people to stop driving in the current climate. The MBTA has deservedly been exposed as decrepit and dangerous. Even if attempts to modernize it and improve its safety 
materialize, it remains inefficient for many routes, with multiple, time-consuming changes of transit vehicles required. In closing, the easy path is to try and justify major parking-infrastructure losses by invoking “safety” and highlighting individual tragic 
deaths without adequately considering adverse, life-changing impacts on other, larger segments of the population. It would be fairer and wiser, however, to slow things down—to take time to elicit concerns from all potentially affected parties and then 
make a sincere effort to better accommodate them.
Allison Stieber 
14 Wyatt Street 



Chris Lahey 10/5/2022 59 Irving St

I received a missive today from an anti-bike lane group printed and pushed under my door on Irving St.

I'm writing you to express support for bike lanes and other recent changes (bus lanes). Thanks to the anti-bike group for letting me know you were taking comments!

My family is a one car, two bike household. We both commute to work on the red line and mostly use the car when we need to go somewhere off the T.

I am a confident street biker, but my spouse finds it stressful. Having bike lanes makes things much easier for her. We go down Holland street to get just about anywhere from our house and the close proximity to cars makes her nervous enough that she is 
reluctant to bike. We are super excited about having bike lanes on Holland.

I've done some research on their points. The one point that is slightly concerning is how bike lanes will affect people with mobility issues. Please install bike lanes -- they will help many with mobility issues -- but please make sure the plan takes into 
account the needs of those with mobility issues that need to use motorized vehicles.

Thank you for your consideration,
      Chris Lahey
      59 Irving St.

Christine Masiello 10/6/2022

Hello all,

I am writing with respect to the parking changes proposed for Holland Street.

All the talk about the changes being made largely in response to the recent bicycle accident that ended in a tragic death did not occur on Holland Street it occured on Broadway.

The proposed parking changes do not make any sense and will cause detriment to both the residents and  businesses. To take away 60 parking spaces will most definitely hurt businesses. Where do you propose to have residents who do not have access to 
off street parking put their vehicles.

Another issue is putting metered parking between Davis and Teele Square, this is very unfair to residents. There ought to a compromise of bike lanes with free curbside parking or no bike lanes and metered parking in commercial zones only. Asking 
residents to both purchase expensive parking permits and pay for metered parking near  their home is ridiculous.  The idea of putting parking meters on neighborhood side streets should definitely be off the table.

I hope the commission will take plenty of time and work out a plan that is fair to all before making any hasty changes.

Thank you.

Marcia Booth 10/6/2022 Francesa Ave

Please listen to community voices in considering the removal of parking places on Holland St. These spaces are important to residents. If spaces are removed from Holland St., we can expect that the streets that join Holland will have fewer spaces for 
residents. The spill-over will affect residents. 
Thank you. 
Marcia Booth
Francesca Ave

Eric Ambos 10/6/2022 14 Elmwood St

Hello,

I live at the intersection of Elmwood St & Holland St and am strongly in favor of implementing the proposed redesign with protected bike lanes for Holland & Curtis. I bike commute to work, which takes me west up Holland, north through Teele Sq, and up 
Curtis to Powderhouse Blvd. Nearly every single week I experience a close-call with cars, and I genuinely fear for my safety while biking in this area. The proposed protected bike lanes will save lives and must be implemented. Another tragedy like the death 
of Stephen Conley is absolutely unacceptable, and this will be a great step towards ensuring that no one dies on our streets again.

I am also in favor of the increase in 30-minute and metered parking zones. There is ample street parking in the area, but much of it is taken up by idle cars that sit unused all day. These cars can easily park on side streets, but it makes perfect sense to have 
the Holland St parking converted to predominantly loading zones and metered parking. This should increase access to businesses in the area and overall be a net positive for the neighborhood. Please also consider increasing the number of accessible 
parking spots, as Somerville has well below the ADA mandated 5% accessible parking, and 3 accessible spots seems insufficient for the neighborhood.

My one criticism is the allowance for a seasonal parklet outside PJ Ryan's pub. The existing parklet is a danger, and has caused multiple instances of drivers striking or nearly hitting cyclists. By removing the protected bike lane  for parts of the year and 
forcing cyclists into traffic, this conflict zone will be even worse than today. A half measure such as this endangers the community while providing no benefit to local residents. Please make the protected bike lane permanent year round.

Please implement this plan and build permanent protected bike lanes. And then continue building a complete network around the city. Every cyclist and pedestrian injury or death is preventable, and this plan will help move us towards Somerville's 
VisionZero goals.

Thank you,

Eric Ambos
14 Elmwood St

Stephen Mackey 10/6/2022

Dear Chair Lathan:
On behalf of the Somerville Chamber of Commerce I am writing to raise four questions for Traffic Commission deliberations.
The new draft Holland Street plan covers an area less than a half mile long.  How many miles of unprotected bike lanes are there on the streets of Somerville today?
Protected bike lanes are not created equal.  Protected lanes differ in terms of exposure to vehicular driveways, street intersections, speed, grade, the frequency of trucks and buses and crosswalks.   When and by what standards will the Traffic Commission 
conduct a public process to review and evaluate the design, construction and performance of all the City’s bike lanes?
Since Somerville is the most densely populated city in New England, the safety challenge here may be the most complex.    Does the mobility division provide safety guidelines for young cyclists?   
In a related matter, will the City’s Parking Utilization Study count available spaces based on Somerville having protected or unprotected bike lanes?  
In the hope there may be more time for all, we do appreciate this time to comment. 
Sincerely,
Stephen V. Mackey
President/CEO



Kristin Robbins 10/5/2022

To whom it may concern,
As a citizen of Somerville and resident of Irving Street I strongly oppose the removal of 60 parking spaces on Holland Ave. 
A sudden decrease in parking will:
Decrease accessibility for those with mobility issues, the elderly and families with babies and children
Decrease accessibility for service providers such as contractors, delivery persons, repairmen, etc
Cause an increase in traffic and pollution through residential areas due to the influx of cars "circling" the streets looking for metered parking,
Unfairly burden residents who currently park their cars on Holland -- where will they park?
Take parking away from residents who live on side streets
Severely burden those who travel into our city to work at our local businesses and currently rely on parking spaces to do so. 
Decrease revenue to local businesses due to loss of customers leading to empty storefronts.
Decrease safety as cars and trucks WILL pull over to double park illegally while their drivers quickly run into businesses. This is the single most dangerous thing for people on bikes -- not legally parked cars!
One only has to look to the wasteland that is Mass Ave in North Cambridge to see what aggressive and ill-thought-out plans to do away with cars can do to a neighborhood. 
The most frustrating part of it is that it will not make biking safer so it is a lose-lose prospect. 
Sincerely,
Kristin W. Robbins BSN, RN

Ellie Botshon 10/5/2022

Dear Somerville, 
As a resident of West Somerville, I wanted to submit my support of the removal of the parking spaces on Holland street. Is it possible to remove only 40 spaces? 
Regardless, providing more space for pedestrians and cyclists gets my vote. Thank you.

Kind regards,
Ellie

Ellie Botshon
botshon@gmail.com
617.230.3762 (c)

Beth Rosenberg 10/5/2022 15 Waldo St

I want to register my opposition to removing parking on Holland Ave. I realize the importance of bike lanes, but the city needs to be welcoming to all citizens, including people who cannot ride bikes. I am also concerned about the impact on local 
businesses, who are just recovering from the pandemic.
Beth Rosenberg
15 Waldo St,
Somerville, MA 02143
617 636 3926

Dina Pasalis 10/5/2022 17 Holland St

The residents @ 17 Holland St respectfully submit the following comments for the Traffic Commission meeting to be held tomorrow, October 6th @ 5:30pm.
There is no plan for a dedicated loading zone on the northbound side of the street between Davis Square and Winter St - covering the block of 17 Holland St. 
Many of us are avid cyclists, public transportation users and pedestrians. We support Somerville’s commitment to safe streets. Safety is the reason we are writing to the Traffic Commission. Without a loading zone on the Northbound Side of Holland St 
between Davis Square and Winter St the following safety concerns put the residents and workers at the new businesses at risk in the following ways:
Residents and visitors living with disabilities will not have a safe drop off/pick up location. There is no current plan for disembarking that doesn’t necessitate crossing the street.
Senior citizens living and visiting the building will not have a safe drop off/ pick up location.There is no current plan for disembarking that doesn’t necessitate crossing the street.
Deliveries/Moving will be unsafe and perhaps impossible for residents. Without contiguous curb side loading zones heavy loads like furniture, appliances, etc will require crossing Holland street (a bushy street, with vehicular traffic) and walking nearly a 
full block with these heavy loads. Even with the metered access, a delivery company refused to deliver an appliance because there was no curbside parking available.
Trash pick up may be eliminated. The city does not provide trash pick up for our block of Holland St, Waste Management may refuse to pick up trash for risk of ticketing by crossing the protected bike lane. We do not have common access to Winter St.
Removal of the curbside loading zone puts workers and vendors that service the new businesses in our building at risk. The new businesses working to create vibrancy in this previously quiet part of the square receives several shipments per day that 
require loading. Wei Zheng addressed this issues thoroughly under separate cover. Email - dated 09/21/22. And attached below for your convenience.
To be clear, no other section of Holland St struggles with the same safety concern. All other blocks have a loading zone that mitigates the above concerns. 
We ask that the commission consider these concerns as they implement the plan for Somerville's safe streets.

Karen Balter 10/4/2022 20 Thorndike St

Dear traffic commission,

I fully support the bike lane proposal for Holland St. I just wanted to thank you for taking this step that will not only make biking safer but will reduce traffic and pollution.

Karen Balter
20 Thorndike St

Email screen name 
provided "Sunny 
Somerville" 10/5/2022

We feel that protected bike lanes on Holland Street are redundant.  There are already bike lanes on Broadway, Powderhouse  Blvd & Massachusetts Avenue.  Why does every main street in Somerville have to have bike lanes?  Bikers should use the other 
streets that already have bike lanes and use the side streets to cut down into the squares.  It’s ridiculous that we are going to loose more metered parking, it is not fair to the businesses.  Nor is it fair to the residents if you add metered parking on the side 
streets.  We already pay for residential parking permits and should be able to park on our street without having to move by 8am to avoid a parking ticket.  Bikers have to start taking more responsibility for their safety as well.   We honestly feel that bikers 
should have to register their bikes with the Dept of Motor Vehicles and obtain license plates and maybe even some type of insurance.  There are many irresponsible bikers out there who cause accidents because they do not adhere to the same rules of the 
road that vehicles do – ie not stopping at stop signs or going thru red lights or not stopping for pedestrians in cross walks.  The police should be out there ticketing bikers for violating rules of the road!
Lastly when will the bike path be opened at Lowell Street, at least if we had a path that went all the way to Boston we could get some of the bikers off the road.
Thank you

Paul Crook 10/5/2022 Russell Road

Hi-

I'm Paul Crook, and I live on Russell Road in Somerville.

I commute to Kendall Square three or four days a week.

I've tried the bike route to work, but the beginning of that route includes Holland Street. The choices there are to ride in the door line of parked cars, or in the middle of a road where drivers want to travel at high speeds. It's not an attractive option for a 
workday commute.

I encourage the Traffic Commission to accept the Transportation and Mobility Director's recommendations to improve Holland Street.

Thanks,
Paul Crook



Zach Perotte 10/4/2022 Moore St

Hello, 

I'm a resident on Moore St. in Somerville and I'm writing my opposition to the planned removal of parking spaces on Holland Street for a new bike lane. 

Parking is already a daily struggle in the area. I've also worked as a delivery driver servicing Holland Street and this proposal would be terrible for the businesses there. A dedicated bike lane in this area is deeply unnecessary and actively detrimental to 
both residents and businesses.

A second topic, I would like to know which department is in charge of changes to street cleaning schedules.

Thank you, 
Zach Perrotte

Councilor Judy Pineda 
Neufeld 10/4/2022

Honorable Members of the Traffic Commission:
I so appreciate the time you have been taking to hear public comment, both during the special meeting on 9/21 and through your meeting this week on 10/6. Clearly any redesign of a major roadway and artery through our city requires deep discussion 
and community engagement. As the Ward 7 Councilor, I have been humbled to have been a part of many conversations about the proposed redesign with constituents, business owners, and with city staff. 
Let me start by emphasizing that I am emphatically supportive of anything we can do within our infrastructure in our city to make our streets safer for everyone who utilizes them, from walkers, runners, bikers, drivers, and those rolling our streets. I 
believe in our goal as a Vision-Zero city, and have been actively involved in advocating for improvements in other parts of Ward 7, including on Alewife Brook Parkway in collaboration with the Safe Streets Alliance and Rt 16 Coalition. I have worked closely 
with the hard working and brilliant Mobility team on questions that have come up from my constituents about safety improvements on PowderHouse, Broadway, and of course on Holland Street. So I was heartened to hear that the Mayor wanted swift 
action following the tragic loss of life recently on Broadway. 
I have followed the different iterations of the draft plan over the last several weeks and have truly appreciated the City staff's willingness to take feedback and adjust accordingly. I am supportive of the protected bike lanes on both sides of Holland, in 
addition to the addition of metered parking to serve our area businesses near Teele Square. I am concerned that there remain residential neighbors on Holland Street between our 2 commercial districts who may not have easy access to off street parking 
(either without enough driveway space or a landlord that restricts access to the driveway) and our side streets are already squeezed for space for off street parking. I wonder if there is an opportunity to add signage that allows those with residential 
stickers to park at a meter or maintain some of those residential spots. The area I am talking about is Holland between Cameron and Jay Streets. I regularly see cars parked on this side of the street throughout the day. There are also some senior residents 
who would need more regular access to a parking spot in that area. 
Other than this concern, I am excited about the changes on Holland St. to make it safer for everyone. Thank you again for the opportunity to share my insight. 
Judy

Luke Tighe 10/4/2022

Hello, I recently heard from a friend that the city is planning on removing 60 or more parking spaces from Holland st in favor of a bike lane. I should've been made aware by the city, and you guys, but there has been no public advertising of any sort which I 
have seen, and I use Holland St daily. I live right off holland between teele and davis sq, and this would negatively affect me in many ways. 

Do the right thing, and ask us, the people, if this is something we want. I for one, do not want this at all. It's not right you're trying to do this behind peoples backs. 

Susan Zaney-Rubenfield 10/4/2022 Gorham St

Hi,
I am unable to attend the parking meeting, but as a resident of Gorham St, I would like my opinion noted. The proposal to eliminate parking spaces for bike lanes is an overreach. 

I have never seen a large amount of bicycle traffic on Holland Street, because there is a bike path ONE BLOCK AWAY. Why are you proposing to take these parking spaces away when there is a fully functioning bike path so close? I believe that the removal 
of the parking spaces will make it more dangerous for bikes, pedestrians and even cars, because the pick-up and deliveries from/to the local businesses will not stop. They will simply become double-parked hazards. Doors will be opened into the bike 
lanes, and pedestrians trying to cross the street will have to deal with an uncertain traffic flow. 

Additionally, we also lost parking spaces in the new traffic configuration that was just implemented. Where is everyone going to park? The lot at Buena Vista is often full. 

I vote no against the proposal for bike lanes. I am a cyclist, but I use the bike path with the other cyclists who choose the safest place to bike. 

Sincerely, 
Susan Zaney-Rubenfield

Marc Rubenfield 10/4/2022 17 Gorham St, #1

To whom it may concern,

I live on Gorham Street and will be significantly affected by this action and I am vehemently opposed to it. As a homeowner, I am both a cyclist and a car owner who pays the annual parking fee to park my car on the street and this impact both of these. 
There is no evidence that there is need for this and believe it or not this will not prevent tragedies that appear to have spurred this unnecessary taking of our streets. Please be assured that I will vote and how this is resolved will play a major role on who I 
vote for in the future.

Sincerely,
Marc Rubenfield
mrubenfield@gmail.com
 17 Gorham St. #1
857-998-7556

Kimberly Rego 10/3/2022

Ms. White, 

Many thanks for the follow up on my letter about proposed traffic planning in Somerville.

First, I would like to point out the opportunistic nature of trying to frame the need for bike lanes on the death of this poor individual. It remains unclear to me that reducing driving space and increasing the complicated nature of navigating our streets will 
improve anyone's safety. This agenda exists in a vacuum as an ideology, not in response to a majority need or as a solution to a persistent problem, Our tax money would be far better spent on the reduction of violence and increases to law enforcement, if 
we are truly considering what is most beneficial for the majority. 

I am beginning the process of gathering signatures to access a public hearing, including public comment, (from more than the 30 or so prominent cycle advocates), and continue to desire a comprehensive usage survey on impacts and real time usage, prior 
to the allocation of tax resources for this purpose. This subject has not offered reasonable access to most of the taxpaying residents, many who are far from aligned with this new proposal.

Thank you for your attention.

Kimberly Rego



Dominic Bosco 10/3/2022

Hello,
I wanted to submit a public comment stating that I am strongly in favor of the draft safety plan. I live on Broadway, and Holland Street is a part of my daily commute to work. Biking on Holland feels consistently unsafe: cars ride on your tail in an effort to 
overtake you in limited space; car doors regularly swing into the street as drivers head to local businesses. Protected bike lanes would be a significant improvement to my quality of life, increasing my sense of safety while commuting and making it easier to 
enjoy the community I live in.
The only aspect of the plan that concerns me is how redirecting bike traffic around the seasonal parklet in Teele square will work, since the diagram has it directly abutting metered parking.
Best,
Dominic Bosco

Margery E. Williams 10/1/2022 33 Moore Street

To the Traffic Commission:
I have been a homeowner at 33 Moore St. for about twenty-five years.  For the past ten years, I have not owned a car.  I travel on foot, or by bicycle, public transportation, or Zipcar, depending on the distance.

I am strongly in favor of protected bike lanes on Holland St. (and everywhere else).  I travel back and forth to Davis Sq. at least 200 times annually, often by bicycle.  I am almost the same age as the victim of the fatal accident on Broadway, and it has made 
biking a fearful, unpleasant experience.  Painted lines on the street do nothing to protect us, as can be shown by my recently having been doored by an MBTA police officer (of all people) in Davis Sq.

I realize that traffic and parking are of major importance to many in Somerville.  But I must observe that we have sacrificed the entire United States to cars for the past hundred years.  It is time to reverse that trend and require some sacrifices in favor of 
those of us who choose to do without cars.

With best wishes,

Margery E. Williams

Kristin Allison 10/1/2022 Packard Ave

As a resident that consistently walks in the area of Packard, Powderhouse, Broadway and Davis Sq. (especially during the afternoon commute),  I have noticed limited use of the bike lanes on Powderhouse.  The lanes were poorly designed and have since 
caused other problems for parking, pedestrian traffic, and large vehicles. In other incidents, I have seen cyclists using the middle of the road when a bike lane is available.  It seems that Somerville is putting a lot of effort into bike lanes that are rarely used 
or limited to a small portion of the calendar year in New England weather.

The small businesses in Davis Sq need our support for customers to park in close proximity for them to maintain a strong partnership with shoppers.  I have many friends and family outside of Somerville that say they would frequent these businesses more 
if there were more accessible parking spots and less worry about time limits for meter expiration.

As someone who has been 'doored' it is a horrible and unfortunate situation.  One that could also be lessened with reminders about the "Dutch Reach".

I urge you to listen to all stakeholders (not just the loudest, most vocal) and to collect more data during a calendar year as opposed to just the summer and early fall months.

Kristin Allison
Packard Ave

Andrew Greenhut 9/30/2022

Hi Transportation at Somerville,

I am pleased to see the repaving project for Holland street and the surrounding area. As a bicyclist, I encounter many potholes on this street and it is quite stressful/scary.

Are there any plans to repave the roads on Broadway between Teele Sq. and Rt 16? This section of road also has big holes that I have to consciously avoid to keep control of my bike. Maybe for 2023?

Regarding the protected bike lanes, I think they would be very useful from Teele sq to rt 16. That stretch of road is quite open and fast. (I almost got hit by a car making a right turn without a turn signal into the apt complex opposite the stop and shop)

Finally, I think you should consider placing a light at Cameron Ave and Holland St. The cars making a left from Cameron have to be very aggressive and it's all around a tough move. As a biker, I'm always weary of a car not seeing me while trying to make 
that turn.

Thanks,
Andrew

Kim Doherty 9/30/2022

If you are going to re-design please consider:
Removing the islands, including bus stop island at Cameron/Holland
   Not enough room for delivery trucks, emergency vehicles,& DPW vehicles to make the swing safely without driving over the islands 
   There is no space for emergency vehicles to go around backed up traffic in an emergency - and no space for cars to move if an emergency vehicle needs to get by
   I can't imagine this space will be easy to plow in winter
   They take up valuable car lane/bike lane space
   Put the bus stop back where it was - enclosed with a bench to sit
   Street restaurant tables weren't a thing before covid - they don't need to be a thing now. Maybe don't allow street seating next season on Holland
   Remove the bump-outs in front of Hodgkins Park - I know there will be a raised cross walk there, but the bump outs take up valuable car/bike lane space
Parking at the TAD Building
Ask Tufts you can park The Ride/Door to Door elderly transport vans in the large part of the parking lot along the wall which would allow free two hour parking in the front lot for the elderly to access the Senior Center.
If they would allow paid public parking in the main lot that would be great.
Holland/Broadway Intersection - bikes turning left onto Broadway
Consider adding a green bike space in the front of the traffic lane so that bikes can be in front and turn before the cars
Maybe even add a Green bike turn signal to allow the bikes 30 extra seconds to turn left before the cars.
Removing parking spots
I know most of you don't care about removing parking spots, and people not being able to park close to their homes,  but please remember that for elderly, disabled and people with mobility issues, this is a necessity, especially when they need to carry in 
groceries or when bringing anything into their homes.  
As someone said in the meeting - removing spots excludes elderly and people with disabilities/mobility issues to access Somerville businesses. It's very ableist to shrug if off and say - Let them take the bus - or Let them ride a bike.  
For people that say - studies show that removing parking doesn't hurt businesses, I have to disagree.  I, as a resident, no longer patronize Somerville businesses due to the lack of parking.  I now go out of the city for our veterinarian, our hair salon, our 
dentist, most of our doctors, I no longer go to Petsi's Pies, I stopped going to RF O'Sullivans, I don't go to any restaurants in Somerville and I do all of my shopping out of the city. 
I also know that it also deters people from out of the city from coming here to patronize our businesses because there is no parking.
It's unfortunate because bike lanes only get used 6 months out of the year, (because of rain, snow and cold weather days) but these businesses and residents will be hurt year round.



Karen Rubin 9/24/2022

Hello, 
I would like to add my support to the Safety Improvements to Holland Street. I bike to and from work daily and the recent state of Holland Street has forced me to bike on Mass Ave, which is significantly more dangerous. The new proposed bike lanes look 
wonderful. Not only would they make my commute safer and easier, but they would also make me feel better about my 10-year-old biking to the library in Davis Sq. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Karen 

Elliott Gould 9/24/2022

Hi there,

I've been a resident of 27 Claremon St for almost 10 years and I bike daily in my Cargo Bike with my 6 and 4 year old on Holland ave to get them to school at the Kennedy school in Porter. We're a one car family, relying on bikes almost everyday to get the 
kids to school, soccer or my job at Greentown Labs on Somerville Ave.

For years, Holland has been the most harrowing part of our journey, between no bike lanes and dismal pavement conditions. The new paving is half the battle, but it would be a disappointment if we didn't take this opportunity to put in protected bike 
lanes as well on this heavy thoroughfare.

I envision in a few years the kids being able to bike to school riding side by side with me, and eventually on completely on their own -- but if we don't have a safe infrastructure, that means more cars on the road or my family moving out of town.

Thanks,
-Elliott Gould

Joyce McKenzie 10/5/2022

Hello,
I just want to reiterate my extreme displeasure about the proposed road/ changes for Holland st and surrounding streets regarding bike lanes and removal of meters, But adding meters to our side streets!!!!
What are we as small, tax paying vital business owners supposed to do with getting our products to our very citizens of this city????
I have a flower shop( Nellie’s Wildflowers), and this plan would severely hurt my business as well as Dave’s fresh pasta, Boston shaker, Mario’s hair salon, evies hair salon, among countless others!!!!!!!!
We need to take a step back and Please let’s look at this from all angles!!!!
You should not do this, please!!
Thank you!
Joyce McKenzie
Nellie’s Wildflowers

Nancy (signature hard to 
decipher) 10/4/2022

Looking at the new design for Holland Street. Don't feel street is wide enough to do this. It will be difficult for cars to exit side streets where parking is allowed with protected bike lanes on both sides. There won't be enough resident parking spots.
How will there be room for outdoor dining and bike lane. Maybe time to stop outdoor dining. Plus Spoke should NOT be allowed the dining area they have. It is built up too high. Cars on Holland can't see cars coming out of Simpson and cars coming from 
Simpson have same problem. This is the most unsafe outdoor dining area. The City had a cross walk there prior to paving! Not good for anyone.
Have concerns for emergency vehicles not being able to get through traffic, with protected bike lanes, no room for vehicles to pull over to get out of way. It's one thing to slow traffic down, but a problem when emergency vehicles are impeded. What 
happens if a child rans out into the traffic no room to swerve out of way.
Removal of 38 spots from Holland, all remaining spots become metered plus 31 resident spaces on side streets changed to metered spots. That's a lot of resident spots being removed. Where are all the residents and business owners who have gotten 
business resident permits going to park! Too many resident spots to lose in a city that doesn't have enough spots
now. I've heard the city say some spots are not used etc. But when did they do surveys? Did they check on street cleaning days or during snow emergencies? In the past people have not been able to find spots. These side streets also get the residents who 
park and take the T to work. During these times there are not enough spaces. In the past have left my spot on street cleaning day for an appointment, when I return there are no spots. Now there will be even less spots. As far as saying Holland and side 
street metered spots will be for overnight parking for residents, is a joke most people won't be able to park in these spots overnight. One reason would be they come home prior to 8 and the spots are still metered parking. Or they don't leave early in the 
morning, so spot would become metered before they leave. Another issue is that some residents are home during the day and require a spot all day. The parking for residents on side streets along Holland will be very difficult. This will add more cars 
searching for spots on side streets, creating more traffic. Plus I assume you will eventually want to remove the parking from Broadway making residential parking a complete horror show.
I know the city thinks we should all give up our cars, most people aren't going to give up their cars, there are reasons why they need them. People are going to own cars, they may use them less but still need to have one.
Somerville is already one of the most densely populated city, but more and more housing is being built and without parking. It is our right to own a car and shouldn't have to park blocks away from our houses this makes no sense.
I don't really understand why Holland needs bike lanes, when there is a bike path that goes from Cameron to Davis. Plus the bike lanes to me would be a seasonal thing not year round. Bike lanes are not used constantly, but residents and business owners 
do need parking spots all year long. On 10/3/2022 went from Alewife Brook to Market Basket on Somerville Ave, and back again the whole time I saw 3 bikes on the streets! (weather was dry not raining) I have also at other times gone the entire length of 
Broadway and have seen 3 or even less bikes on the street. Bike lanes are under used and therefore, I can't understand the need to change so many of the street to protected bike lanes.
Refuge islands, seem unsafe. They are out too far into the street and large trucks must have trouble getting through.
The city should start a campaign where, drivers, bicyclists and pedestrians take some responsibility for themselves. The feeling I get from the city is that it's just all the drivers who drive unsafe and all accidents are the driver's fault no exceptions. I have 
seen many pedestrians who don't even stop or look before crossing and they have their headphones, earbuds on and are looking at their phones not paying attention to their surroundings. Without the crossing lights it seems most pedestrians don't even 
stop before crossing they just walk out. I have no problem stopping for a pedestrians, however, even when being cautious suddenly there is a pedestrian in my path.
And bicyclists need to take some responsibility for sure. I have almost been run over by bicyclists when I try to cross the street. I have gone to make a right hand turn with directional on, I've looked and it's clear then a bike comes flying up and there's a 
nearly an accident. 

Contd. Nancy (signature 
hard to decipher) 10/4/2022

The bikes also need to slow down, in places bikes are going faster than cars. With protected bike lanes they won't slow down for anything or take into consideration that cars may be turning or people crossing the street. Are bicyclists required to follow 
any rules at all? If they are what are the consequences to them when they don't follow the rules? I've seen them go through red lights, not stopping for pedestrians, not stopping with the traffic, they just swirl around without slowing down. They should 
also have visible plates so they can be tracked down, should they cause problems or damage a car etc. Should have to pay something for all the road upgrades and repairs and carry insurance for any damages they cause. People riding bikes especially the 
electric bikes and scooter should be required to wear helmets and other protective gear. Bikes need to have lights on them to be more visible to cars. Yes we all need to be safe but everyone need to share the responsibility. There are good and bad drivers 
and bicyclists. The ratio I have witnessed is there are more bicyclists who don't do as they should to keep themselves safe than there is safe bicyclists. For motorists there are far less unsafe motorists and more safe drivers. A lot of motorists who are 
making the roads unsafe are ride share operators, they drive fast, stop in the middle of roads, and are beeping at other motorists.
I think the reason you may not have heard many negative comments to the plan is because residents haven't been made aware of just how much parking they will no longer have for resident parking. Also wonder if the majority of people who spoke in 
favor this plan are from the neighborhood. If I didn't live in the neighborhood and was only coming occasionally to the businesses then I probably would be in total agreement.
With all the protected bike lanes and parking removed on one side it will be difficult if not impossible to be able to drop an elderly or person with disabilities (who cannot walk far) in front of business or doctor's office that they may need.
It will still be difficult for business owners without parking to unload or load goods in their vehicles as needed to run their businesses.
A lot of residents and businesses will be negatively affected by all these changes and the bike lanes will be use maybe 10% of the time. Don't understand how this is fair and safe for all residents.
Somerville is on the way to becoming only for the young and able bodied!
One more comment definitely don't agree with the new permit fees being proposed. Also the surveys sent regarding parking are not right. You are forced to rank things that you do not agree with and if you don't rank them you cannot go on and complete 
the survey. Which makes the survey a joke, the survey results will not be what we want. But if the city makes the changes they will say it was what we wanted. Not true!
Please don't tell me I am anti bike, I have no problem sharing the roads with bikes, but do have issues with protected bike lanes and bicyclists not following the rules of the road and not showing some curtesy to motorists and pedestrians.
Motorists and pedestrians should also show the some curtesy.



William Bedell 10/6/2022

Forcing bicyclists, scooter riders, runners, and people who use mobility devices into traffic is a death sentence. Safety should always be the #1 consideration for any infrastructure. Any other needs, like easy access to parking, are subordinate to the 
concerns of safety. Additionally, Holland street is a critical east-west connection for riders, not to mention a local street that hosts homes, a school, a park, a playground, a T station, etc., that require a lot more from their local streetscape than car storage.

Preserving a handful of public spots to store private vehicles should be dead last in the long list of priorities for Somerville and Holland St.

Signed, William Bedell

Samuel Mitchell 10/6/2002

Hello, 
I am a Somerville resident who lives in Winter Hill. Up until a few weeks ago, cycling was my primary mode of transportation. Safety on the roads of Somerville is something that needs to be drastically improved for the most vulnerable commuters. Even 
though I mainly travel by car now, I understand the importance of protected bike lanes in every high-traffic urban setting. The slight inconvenience to drivers is negligible compared to the increased safety and mitigation of lethality for people who decide 
to reduce traffic, help the environment, and support their physical health by riding bikes instead of driving. Furthermore, Alas a driver, I want more people to opt for bicycles, because it means fewer cars will be on the road, thus reducing congestion and 
making my commute more pleasant. Creating a safe environment for people to ride bicycles will hopefully incentivize more biking and less driving, making our roads safer, quieter, less crowded, and all-around more pleasant.

Samuel Mitchell

Nick Demos 10/6/2022 9 Holland St

Hello traffic commission,
My feedback is specifically about page 13 of the proposal: "Holland Street Final Safety Proposal Winter St to Davis Square". I live in an apartment above this section of protected bike lane, and the nearest loading zone is across the street near Wallace. I am 
requesting that a loading zone be added near the crosswalk at the T station. The current loading zone is too far from the apartments to carry anything remotely heavy or bulky (e.g. Costco trips, laundry, plants and furniture, etc), especially when its raining 
or slushy. Even a 5-10 minute resident only loading zone would be fantastic and preserve the bike lane 99% of the time.
I am also skeptical that the protected bike lane will prevent northbound cyclists from crossing at the crosswalk and riding through Seven Hills park. I wonder if this is addressed in any way?
In general, when these presentations list competing constituents they normally speak about cyclists vs businesses vs other commuters, but residents are completely ignored. This is very frustrating. I know we are small in number, but the protected bike 
lanes make it very difficult for us to load or unload anything. We don't need long term parking, or even hour long parking, but we shouldn't be isolated from any vehicle access.
Cheers,
Nick Demos
9 Holland St.

Elissa Dakers 10/6/2022

Dear Traffic Commission,

I am writing in strong support of the new safety plan on Holland St. that includes protected bike lanes. I think safety needs to be the top priority in all situations. I walk and own a car but would feel more comfortable biking if there was safer infrastructure. 
It would be great to see Somerville take bold steps to be a leader in complete and equitable streets and safety as the priority for all users.

Thanks so much for your consideration,
Elissa Dakers
14 Murdock St.

Declan Oller 10/6/2022 Broadway

Hi,

I'm a Somerville resident that lives on Broadway near Powderhouse sq. I don't own a car and I bike everywhere that I don't take the T or walk. I'd like to add my support for as many protected bike lanes as possible.

Biking around here is incredibly dangerous, but it doesn't have to be. My girlfriend has gotten doored twice while biking in regular bike lanes in Somerville, and many times I've narrowly missed being hit by drivers just being careless or looking at their 
phones. Some US cities have decided to actually do something about it, with great results, but Somerville is sadly far behind.

Encouraging bicycle use through better infrastructure has a ton of benefits for a city: 1) pedestrian safety, 2) cars lead to much more costly road maintenance, 3) less air pollution, 4) better use of space, 5) less noise, to name just a few. Since whenever the 
topic of bike infrastructure comes up, people complain about the cost, I think it's important to emphasize that we currently heavily subsidize driving through passing the enormous cost of road/car infrastructure onto citizens. So the cost of protected bike 
lanes should be compared to road and bridge repair, the cost of terrible car accidents, etc.

It's tragic that this only gets attention when someone is killed, and the attention is only focused on the small area around where it happened. The implicit policy seems to be that we have to wait until that happens again for different areas of the city to get 
more attention. I think it'd make more sense to try and prevent this in the future by building what we need now.

thanks,
-Declan

Chris Hoye 10/6/2022

Hi,
Before tonight’s meeting, I want to voice my support for the plans to implement bike lanes around Davis. For a city that touts itself as walkable and bikeable, Somerville’s bike infrastructure is grossly deficient almost across the board (plans to upgrade it 
over the next few years notwithstanding). Most streets don’t have bike lanes, most of the bike lanes are unprotected (paint is not infrastructure), and even a lot of those are poorly maintained and treacherous to bike – the stretch of Broadway where that 
poor man died is a minefield. It is absolutely bonkers that there’s simply no safe way to bike around some of the city’s biggest population and commercial centers.
Decades of car-first infrastructure were a terrible mistake that will take years to undo. In the meantime, people are literally dying as a result of that lack of foresight, and I’m simply not interested in catering the needs of cars and their drivers anymore. If 
protecting cyclists from actual death means that some people will have to park a little farther away or wait another few minutes for a food delivery, well, I guess that’s just the price of living in a city.
Thanks.

Michael Chunko 10/6/2022

Hello,

As a resident of Somerville, people being able to get around the town as safely as possible is important to me. As a result, I fully support the new bike lane being installed. 

However, I hate that so many bike lanes feel like they are "written in blood" - that somebody must die before we are willing to put a bike lane on the street on which they've died. Enough people have died already: The town should get proactive and build 
better bike and pedestrian infrastructure to ensure that nobody else dies. 

James Lazor 10/6/2022

Hello,

I am writing with written testimony on the proposed bike lanes that would go on Holland Street between Teele and Davis Squares.

I don’t have much to say except that I am very much in favor of the proposal! I live just north of Teele and ride my bike up and down Holland 1-2 times per week. I believe protected bike lanes would make such a trip much safer and easier.

JL



Shani Gentry Cincotti 10/6/2022 Willow Avenue

Good afternoon,

I do not support the addition and creation of protected bike lanes in this area, or the elimination of parking.

My observation is that the streets are too poorly maintained to be free of obstacles or debris  to lock cyclists into an area that may be less safe. As a cyclist, I would rather take the whole lane as I need it than ride in the ‘ditch’ between curb and cars where 
I have limited space to make quick decisions. I ride my bike in Somerville 5-6 days a week.

I also think that it is exploitative to use the death of a local resident on another street to force this change on Holland.

The local businesses on Holland need the metered spaces.

Shani Cincotti, resident, Willow Avenue.

Akshaj Balasubramanian 10/6/2022

Good Afternoon,

Hope you are doing well! Please ignore my earlier email, I made a mistake haha. I wanted to say I'm largely in favor of this Plan. I have a couple of concerns, though:
As a resident of Claremon St, I don't understand the idea of the 4 new 30-minute parking spots (item w in the Agenda) and 1 metered parking spot (item v in the agenda) in the 'Proposed Side Street Parking Regulation Changes'. In my opinion, these should 
all remain as '2 hour except by permit'.  From personal experience, these spots are almost always occupied by residential permit holders. I agree with the 'Holland Street Final Safety Plan: Teele Square to Claremon St', detailing the first parking spot on 
either side closest to the STOP sign side being no parking zones, but I don't think it's a smart idea to convert more side street spots from '2 hour except by permit' to temporary parking.
Tall ask, but I would like for the 'Off-street paid parking available to the public' spots to be free or low cost for residential permit holders. This is because during street cleaning days (and I presume snow clearing days), the side streets were already packed. 
It's difficult to find parking anywhere within two blocks during these days. If this can't be done, the annual cost of the residential permit should be reduced. In my opinion, there should be some expenditure allocated to allotting parking spots for 
residential permit holders since they'll be the ones most affected by this change on a day-to-day basis.
In my mind, the number one most important thing about this is the safety of bikers. That's why I personally agree with a lot of changes being made to Holland St (although I can understand if people would prefer the Metered spots also becoming 2 Hour 
Except by Permit). The number two most important thing is how this affects the car-owning residents of Somerville. Since I don't think any of my suggestions infringe on the safety of the bikers, my priority lies with the car-owning residents of Somerville.

Kind Regards,
AB 

Sara Lennox 10/6/2022

Dear Kate, and Traffic Commission members,

Thank you for your  consideration of the importance of accessible parking  on Holland ST.   Reviewing the final plan for Holland St on line today,  I see that you have added 2 accessible parking places on Jay & Clarendon Sts,  and HP/metered parking  on 
Paulina St.   at the Parking office .   Those are indeed   very positive additions to the plan,  given the loss of meter/permit parking spaces. 

One    additional suggestion  on accessibility :
- add  2/3  accessible /HP spaces in the Tufts lot.

And  a   suggestion for reducing  carbon  emissions from gas powered vehicles:
- add EV charging stations in Buena Vista  & the Tufts lot.  

Thank you very much for your consideration.  I look forward to the discussion tonight.  

Best regards,

Sara Lennox MD

Petru Sofio 10/6/2022

Dear Somerville Traffic Commision, 

Thank you for your work studying to improve Holland street. 

I strongly believe that separated bicycle lanes in both directions should be installed on Holland Street, and I urge the commission to vote in favor of this proposal. 

Despite the lack of bicycle lanes on Holland Street, there are already many riders who use the corridor daily, and more will join them if it becomes safer. By adding in separated bicycle lanes with door zone buffers, Holland Street will be transformed into a 
lively street for all, with a focus on active mobility. 

Thank you for your time, 

Petru Sofio



Bronwyn Carty 10/6/2022 Claremon St

To whom it may concern,

I am a resident of Claremon Street and am not in support of removing parking from Holland Street.

With street sweeping happening at least once every week on our street, sometimes even twice a week, parking spots are even now at a premium. Over the last few months, myself and other residents have already felt the impact of what taking these 
spaces away permanently would be like. Some of us have to park multiple streets away on already crowded residential roads.

Why can't we take one step at a time? The city finally repaved Holland Street and put in the protected bus stops which feature protected bike zones. Why can't we experience how this may improve commuter traffic and bike travel for the next few months 
instead of trying to implement drastic changes all at once? The winter season is upon us and will heavily affect traffic and parking as it does every year. Taking away such a significant amount of parking will make an already difficult situation impossible.

From a personal perspective, I have watched careless construction workers leave cones out for days blocking parking when there is no work being done. I have watched construction vehicles drive recklessly up the side road I live on and block the entryway 
with no warning. I live close to Holland Street business Renee's Cafe and have watched their hours reduce further and further as foot traffic became less common during construction and parking became impossible.

Please don't make an already frustrating situation worse. Wait it out and see the work that has already been done play out. Come next summer, call another meeting and see if the residents who have just spent this last summer playing parking spot 
musical chairs are ready for such a permanent change.

Sincerely,

A Claremon Street resident.

Derrick Salvatore 10/6/2022

Hello,

I am a resident of somerville and I bike to work and across the city everyday. We need better bike infrastructure and protected bike lanes are the best start. Cars often have little awareness of bike lanes to begin with, and even when they do they usually 
identify themselves as having right of way. While ideally all cars would acknowledge bikers and afford them the same rules of the road as fellow cars, this is never the case. Protected bike lanes provide a physical barrier between car and biker to remove 
any chance of cars not seeing or ignoring bikers when trying to park or pickup ride share passengers. It is almost always the responsibility of the biker to yield to a car that is cutting them off, despite the car being in the wrong. And when bikers are unable 
to yield in time, or don’t recognize a car committing an infraction by pulling into the bike lanes, it is ONLY the biker who will suffer a physical, potentially life-altering injury. With more people biking to work now than ever before, often with children in tow, 
there needs to be added protection for bikers to feel safe on the roads. I am also confident that if these protected bike lanes are put in place, bikers will choose to route themselves on Holland St solely for this added level of protection. There needs to be a 
safe way for bikers to commute on these streets, and protected bike lanes are a necessary and long overdue start. Make the right decision and prevent needless injuries or death. 

Best regards,
Derrick Salvatore

Eric Stansifer 10/6/2022

As a nearby resident who has recently taken up biking, I find that it
is currently not possible to bike safely in Somerville except in
specially-delineated paths like the Alewife Linear Park or low traffic
side streets. Bike lanes must be physically separated from moving
motorized traffic to be safe. With a sufficient network of safe bike
lanes, biking will be comfortable, easy, and popular. I support the
proposal as it brings us closer to that goal.

Thank you, Eric.

Rebecca Miller 10/6/2022 Elmwood St

Hello, 

I live on Elmwood St and am strongly in favor of implementing the proposed redesign with protected bike lanes for Holland & Curtis. The proposed protected bike lanes will save lives and must be implemented. Another tragedy like the death of Stephen 
Conley is absolutely unacceptable, and this will be a great step towards ensuring that no one dies on our streets again.

Please also consider increasing the number of accessible parking spots, as Somerville has well below the ADA mandated 5% accessible parking citywide, and 3 accessible spots seems insufficient for the neighborhood.

My one concern is the allowance for a seasonal parklet outside PJ Ryan's pub. By removing the protected bike lane for parts of the year and forcing cyclists into traffic, this conflict zone will be even worse than today. A half measure such as this endangers 
the community while providing no benefit to local residents. Please make the protected bike lane permanent year round. At the very least, the pub should be required to install reflective measures around the parklet to increase safety. 

Please implement this plan and build permanent protected bike lanes. Every cyclist and pedestrian injury or death is preventable, and this plan will help move us towards Somerville's VisionZero goals.
Best,

--
Rebecca Miller
Masters of Science, Environmental Science and Policy
Clark University '16



Missie Q 10/6/2022

As a 25-year+ resident of Somerville’s Ward 7, I continued to be disappointed and dismayed at this City’s antagonism towards automobile owners over the last ten years. Not only do we pay more to the City and Commonwealth for annual car inspection 
fees and excise taxes than non-vehicle owners, but we have also become the convenient scapegoat for the government’s failed transportation policies that have made all drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians less safe on Somerville’s roads.

Manipulating the tragic death of a cyclist on a different street to push through an updated plan is disgraceful.

If the City’s leaders truly wanted to improve safety on Holland Street in particular, then it should direct cyclists to use the Community Path from Buena Vista Road to Cameron Ave and avoid this section of Holland Street. No where in this plan do I see any 
attempt to encourage cyclists to use the much safer infrastructure that is already in place.

While improved road safety is a noble goal and much needed throughout the City, the adoption of Vision Zero is a well-documented flawed policy solution across the US that has directly contributed to more accidents, injuries, and deaths prior to its 
implementation.

In addition, Mayor Ballantyne’s directive to change the road plans after an extensive community process and agreement was reached does not align to her election campaign promises of inclusive leadership.

Regards,

Ward 7 Resident, Voter, and Tax Payer

Erica Voolich 10/6/2022 244 Summer St

Greetings
I am very concerned about your taking away 60 parking places on Holland Ave.
This is RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE Council on Aging where many of us seniors come for classes, programs, meals, etc.  Today I'm going for my flu shot there.

Parking has always been challenging and this year made worse by Tufts taking away the Handicapped free parking in front of the building.  If I want to park there, it is $2.50/hour.  By placing the islands where you have, you have already eliminated a 
number of places on all sides of the street and corner.

Residents on Holland Ave park there, visitors to the parking department, GED students at SCALE, Tufts employees, folks going to the Council on Aging, and patrons of the stores all use the parking on the street. Now that Tufts is also charging faculty to park 
in the lots, they are on the street too.  SO WHY TAKE AWAY parking when it is SO needed?

Getting across Holland is always a challenge, if I can't park on the building side of the street.  If you take out 60 places, where will those of us with mobility challenges park to get to the exercise classes that help keep us moving?

When I have visited other towns, they have senior centers with many services available, plenty of rooms to be doing a variety of activities simultaneously, etc. AND they have plenty of parking so their seniors can SAFELY get to the center and take 
advantage of their services.  Somerville does not care for its seniors the way other towns do.

Since the pandemic and the charging for parking, the Tufts lot is practically empty most days.  What if the CIty reserved the places next to the wall for anyone with a Somerville sticker on their car?  It would help solve a problem, not with 60 places but 
maybe 20.

I am trying to age in place in my home IN SOMERVILLE -- the home where I raised my kids and now run a math charity to help the other children of Somerville.  But what am I to do, I'm not someone who can get around without my car now.  Long gone are 
the days when I can safely walk to a bus or ride a bike or walk long distances.

Thanks for considering the long term effects of this decision,

Erica Voolich
244 Summer St
Somerville MA 02143
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